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Abstract

FUZZ TESTING OF ZIGBEE PROTOCOL IMPLEMENTATIONS

MENGFEI REN, Ph.D.

The University of Texas at Arlington, 2023

Supervising Professor: Dr. Yu Lei

In recent years, we have witnessed the increasing of the Internet of Things (IoT)

devices deployed by many areas, such as home automation, healthcare, manufacture,

and smart vehicle. Among the numerous IoT wireless standards available, Zigbee

stands out as one of the most globally popular choices, with major companies like

Amazon, Samsung, IKEA, Huawei, and Xiaomi incorporating it into their products.

Notably, Zigbee has even been utilized in NASA’s Mars mission, where it serves as

the communication radio between the flying drone and the Perseverance rover.

However, with the rapid growth of Zigbee’s global market presence, the incen-

tive for cybercriminal attacks has also escalated. Recent incidents have highlighted

severe vulnerabilities in Zigbee protocol implementations, compromising IoT devices

from multiple manufacturers. Consequently, conducting security testing on Zigbee

protocol implementations has become an imperative task. Nevertheless, applying ex-

isting vulnerability detection techniques like fuzzing and data flow analysis to Zigbee

protocols is nontrivial, especially when dealing with vendor-specific requirements and

low-level hardware events. Additionally, many existing protocol fuzzing tools lack an

appropriate execution environment for Zigbee, as it relies on radio communication

rather than internet connectivity.
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This dissertation aims to address the aforementioned gaps by proposing com-

prehensive fuzzing solutions tailored to the security testing of Zigbee protocol imple-

mentations. The goal is to assist IoT application manufacturers and protocol vendors

in mitigating security risks during their development process. The dissertation makes

the following contributions: (i) Z-Fuzzer: A device-agnostic fuzzing platform that

utilizes code coverage feedback to detect security issues of the Zigbee protocol imple-

mentations. It leverages a commercial embedded device simulator with pre-defined

peripherals and hardware interrupt setups to interact with the fuzzing engine. It

also addresses the communication gap between the fuzzing engine and the simulator

to make fuzzing applicable to Zigbee protocol stack. (ii) TaintBFuzz: An intelli-

gent Zigbee protocol fuzzing solution via constraint-field dependency inference. It

utilizes static taint analysis to infer the dependency between the protocol message

field and path constraints, which augment the mutation process during the fuzzing.

(iii) CT-BFuzz: A fuzzing platform with combinatorial approach of Zigbee protocol

implementation. It utilizes static taint analysis and fuzzing to identify important mes-

sage fields and their representative values for dynamically generating combinatorial

testing model. While combinatorial testing helps fuzzing generate cover important

combination values of message fields that may explore uncovered execution paths.

This dissertation is presented in a monograph based format and includes three

research articles. The first article introduces our work of Z-Fuzzer that is the first

device-agnostic fuzzing tool making fuzzing applicable to detect security problems of

Zigbee protocol implementation. The second article reports the work of TaintBFuzz

that uses constraint-field dependency inference to augment test input mutation in

fuzzing Zigbee protocol implementation. The third article presents CT-BFuzz that

optimizes the Zigbee protocol fuzzing via combinatorial test generation to generate

test cases for efficiently covering combination values of important message fields. The
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first two papers have been accepted at peer-reviewed venues, while the third one is

currently in press.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The global market has witnessed a rapid surge in the popularity of Internet of

Things (IoT) devices. These devices have found applications in diverse fields such

as home automation, healthcare, manufacturing, and smart vehicles. According to

a recent survey report [1], the global market value of IoT is projected to reach

hundreds of millions of dollars by 2023. However, this exponential growth in the

market also attracts the attention of cybercriminals who seek to exploit vulnerabilities

in IoT devices. Various cyberattacks [2,3,4,5] have been demonstrated, targeting IoT

firmware, mobile applications, and network communications.

Among the numerous wireless communication protocols, Zigbee protocol stands

out as one of the most widely used. It is employed by millions of devices and favored

by renowned companies such as Amazon, Samsung, IKEA, Huawei, and Xiaomi. No-

tably, Zigbee protocol was even utilized in NASA’s Mars mission for communication

between the flying drone and Perseverance rover [6]. According to a recent report

by the Zigbee Alliance, it is estimated that approximately four billion Zigbee devices

will be sold globally by 2023 [7]. The Zigbee protocol transmits data through radio

channels rather than the internet, making it closely tied to the hardware configuration

of embedded devices.

While IoT applications and protocol vendors have implemented security mea-

sures based on specification requirements, several research studies [8, 9, 10, 11] have

uncovered security vulnerabilities in the Zigbee protocol. Exploiting these vulner-

abilities could lead to distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks or remote code
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execution on Zigbee-based systems such as the Philips lighting system. Despite ef-

forts to address previous security flaws in the latest Zigbee protocol version, it still

remains relatively understudied in the research community. Consequently, the de-

tection of security vulnerabilities in Zigbee protocol implementations is crucial and

holds significant practical implications.

Fuzz testing [12], also known as fuzzing, is a widely used and effective tech-

nique for detecting security vulnerabilities. It involves running the target program

with random inputs to identify potential weaknesses. Conventional protocol fuzzing

approaches, such as Spike [13], Boofuzz [14], and Peach [15], rely on constructing pro-

tocol messages according to the protocol specifications and then randomly mutating

them to explore the program’s input space. While these approaches generate test

inputs that conform to the format requirements of the program, they often struggle

to trigger vulnerabilities that lie deep within the program. This limitation arises

from a lack of consideration for execution feedback and program structure. In other

words, these conventional approaches overlook the valuable information obtained dur-

ing program execution and fail to leverage the underlying structure of the program.

As a result, they may miss certain vulnerabilities that require specific combinations

of inputs to manifest.

Coverage-guided grey-box fuzzing (CGF) has demonstrated promising results

in bug discovery [16, 17, 18, 19]. AFL [16], a widely used grey-box fuzzing platform,

utilizes code-coverage heuristics to guide the generation of test inputs. It achieves

this by instrumenting the source code of the software under test, if available, or

by executing a closed-source binary file on the QEMU [20] emulation platform to

obtain dynamic instrumentation output. Many advanced coverage-guided fuzzing

approaches have built upon AFL’s solution [21, 22, 23]. Furthermore, in scenarios

where the source code of the software under test is unavailable, certain existing fuzzing
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tools [17,18,19,24,25,26] are capable of fuzzing the binary file of the software within

a simulation environment.

However, the efficiency of CGF solutions is often hindered by the large search

space of inputs. To address this challenge, numerous approaches have been proposed

to enhance the efficiency of CGF, with one prominent optimization method being

the inference of the relationship between input bytes and path constraints. Existing

solutions have found data flow analysis, such as dynamic taint analysis, to be bene-

ficial for such optimizations. VUzzer [27] and GREYONE [28] utilize dynamic taint

analysis to determine where and how to mutate inputs. REDQUEEN [29] focuses on

solving magic values and checksums in fuzzing by ”coloring” an input seed, replacing

each input byte with the maximum number of random bytes possible. Angora [23]

employs dynamic taint analysis to depict the pattern of input bytes relevant to path

constraints. PATA [30] proposes a path-aware taint analysis to identify and mutate

critical bytes, thereby addressing path constraints. These approaches leverage data

flow analysis, particularly dynamic taint analysis, to gain insights into the relationship

between input bytes and path constraints. By doing so, they enhance the effectiveness

and efficiency of CGF by enabling targeted and informed mutations of inputs.

Despite the impressive performance exhibited by state-of-the-art fuzzers in var-

ious applications, applying them to Zigbee protocol implementations presents unique

challenges. Firstly, these fuzzers encounter restrictions when attempting to compile

the source code of Zigbee protocols for injecting instrumentation to collect code cov-

erage data. Zigbee protocol vendors typically develop the protocol specifically for

embedded devices using particular development toolchains [31]. These vendors incor-

porate compiler validation into their implementations to restrict the use of compilers

that are not on the supported list, especially general-purpose compilers like GCC,

LLVM, and Clang that are commonly used by existing fuzzing tools.
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Figure 1.1: Compiler Validation Example in A Popular Zigbee Protocol Stack.

Though these state-of-the-art fuzzers have shown good performance in general

applications, it is not a trivial task to apply them to Zigbee protocol implementa-

tions. Firstly, these fuzzers are not allowed to compile Zigbee protocol’s source code

when injecting instrumentation for code coverage collection. Zigbee protocol vendors

generally develop the protocol for specific embedded devices using a particular de-

velopment toolchain [31]. In terms of protocol availability, vendors deploy compiler

validation in their implementations to prevent compilers that are not in the supported

list, especially the general compilers (e.g., GCC, LLVM, and Clang) used by many

existing fuzzing tools. For example, Figure 1.1 illustrates how Texas Instruments (TI)

has implemented specific compiler validation in their Zigbee protocol stack, Z-Stack.

This prevents the usage of general open-source compilers such as GCC, Clang, and

LLVM for compiling the protocol stack. Therefore, fuzzing tools that rely on these

general-purpose compilers face limitations when it comes to fuzzing Zigbee protocol

implementations due to the compiler restrictions imposed by the protocol vendors.

Another challenge in applying existing fuzzing approaches to Zigbee protocol

implementations lies in the lack of a suitable simulation environment that can ac-

commodate the specific hardware configuration required by Zigbee protocol vendors.

The execution of the Zigbee protocol typically occurs on embedded devices, which are

system-on-chip (SoC) devices running bare-metal programs that consist of a single
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control loop for task scheduling and event handling [31]. Consequently, fuzzing the

Zigbee protocol on simulation platforms [17,18,19,25,26] that rely on the presence of

a Linux kernel or an abstraction layer becomes infeasible. While some QEMU-based

embedded fuzzers, like P2IM [24], do support bare-metal programs and various em-

bedded CPU types, they currently lack support for devices capable of executing the

different Zigbee protocol implementations required by protocol vendors [32]. Since

the Zigbee protocol is developed for specific devices by different vendors, the protocol

binary file cannot even boot on QEMU if the required devices are not supported.

Furthermore, the Zigbee protocol stack interacts with events triggered by spe-

cific peripheral interrupts, which are not accounted for in existing solutions [33].

Moreover, the same peripheral may be configured differently on various devices with

different interrupts [24]. Incorporating support for all device-specific peripherals and

new embedded chips into existing simulation platforms would require significant en-

gineering efforts, and in some cases, it may not be feasible. Consequently, these

limitations hinder the direct deployment of state-of-the-art fuzzing methods on Zig-

bee protocol implementations, as they are unable to provide a proper simulation

environment that aligns with the particular hardware configuration and peripheral

interactions of the Zigbee protocol.

Furthermore, existing protocol fuzzing solutions have limitations when it comes

to efficiently mutating test cases to generate new ones. Conventional protocol fuzzers

typically generate test cases from scratch based on the protocol specification. They

either sequentially mutate message fields (e.g., Boofuzz [14]) or randomly mutate a

single message field (e.g., Peach [15]). However, these approaches often overlook the

constraints between multiple message fields. In our observations, we have noticed that

most vulnerabilities in communication protocols are triggered by specific messages

that satisfy branch conditions, leading to the execution of vulnerable code paths.
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These path constraints often require specific combinations of values across multiple

message fields. Therefore, protocol fuzzers that only mutate a single message field at

a time are likely to generate test cases that fail to satisfy these conditions effectively.

As a result, a significant amount of computing power is wasted on exploring the vast

test input space, yielding suboptimal results. Hence, there is a need for improved

protocol fuzzers that take into account the inter-field dependencies and can efficiently

generate test cases that satisfy the required path constraints, thereby optimizing the

fuzzing process.

To address the aforementioned gaps, this dissertation proposes several com-

prehensive fuzzing solutions specifically designed to detect security vulnerabilities in

Zigbee protocol implementations. The primary objective of these solutions is to aid

IoT application developers in assessing the security risks associated with the Zigbee

protocol during the development of their applications. By applying these solutions,

developers will be able to identify potential security threats and weaknesses within

their Zigbee-based systems. First, Chapter 2 will introduce the basic background

knowledge of the Zigbee protocol and state-of-the-art approaches of Zigbee security

analysis, fuzz testing can combinatorial testing. In Chapter 3, I will present a pro-

totype of a device-agnostic fuzzing platform that makes fuzzing applicable to

Zigbee protocol implementation. It leverages grammar-based fuzzing with code cov-

erage heuristics to generate high-quality test cases for detecting security issues in

the Zigbee protocol implementations. In Chapter 4, I will propose an intelligent

fuzzing solution to improve Zigbee protocol fuzzing performance by utilizing static

taint analysis to infer the relationship between message field and path constraints.

The inference result then guides the mutation process during fuzzing to generate

more diversified test cases efficiently. In Chapter 5, I will report an optimized test

generation method for Zigbee protocol fuzzing to reduce test input space and re-
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dundant test cases generation with combinatorial test generation. CT-BFuzz utilizes

static taint analysis and fuzzing to identify the important message fields and their

representative values for dynamically generating CT test models, while the CT test

set helps fuzzing generate more diversified test cases to cover important combination

values of message fields that may explore uncovered program branches. Finally, I will

summarize this dissertation in Chapter 6.

In addition to their practical impact, the proposed research solutions are ex-

pected to yield several academic publications that will be shared with the research

community through academic channels. These publications will document the method-

ologies, findings, and contributions of the research, allowing other researchers to build

upon and further advance the field of security analysis in Zigbee protocol implementa-

tions. The dissemination of these research publications will contribute to the collective

knowledge and understanding of security issues in Zigbee-based systems. By sharing

the proposed solutions and their outcomes, protocol vendors and IoT application de-

velopers will have access to valuable insights that can help them proactively address

and mitigate potential security risks during the development phase. And I believe

these publications will foster collaboration and engagement within the research com-

munity, enabling researchers from different backgrounds to exchange ideas, provide

feedback, and collectively work towards enhancing the security of Zigbee protocol

implementations.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

This chapter will provide a comprehensive overview of the background, current

research, and methodologies relevant to the security analysis of the Zigbee protocol. I

first introduce background knowledge of the Zigbee protocol. Then I will summarize

the current security analysis work on Zigbee protocol. I will also discuss related

work of fuzz testing, including conventional protocol fuzzing, coverage-guided fuzzing,

and taint inference based fuzzing. Finally, I will discuss related work of utilizing

combinatorial testing to detect security problems.

2.1 Zigbee Protocol

The Zigbee protocol is a low-cost, low-power-consumption, two-way wireless

communication protocol [34]. The Connectivity Standards Alliance (previously called

Zigbee Alliance) defines the operation of a Zigbee network and the protocol specifi-

cation.

The Zigbee protocol stack, as shown in Figure 2.1a, is designed as a four-layer

stack on top of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. The Connectivity Standards Alliance de-

fines the upper two layers, i.e., Application Layer (APL) and Network Layer (NWK).

The IEEE 802.15.4 standard defines the Medium Access Control Layer (MAC) and

Physical Layer (PHY). The MAC and PHY aim to support packet transmission via the

radio channel in a Zigbee network. The APL is responsible for the application-level

functionalities, whereas the NWK layer manages the Zigbee network and forwards

packets. The Zigbee protocol also provides security services on its NWK and APS
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(a) Overview of Zigbee Protocol
Stack [34].
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(b) Zigbee Protocol Message Exchange [35].

Figure 2.1: Zigbee Protocol Communication.

layers by using AES-128 algorithms for the packet traffic encryption. In a Zigbee

network, there are two types of encryption keys. One is shared across all devices,

which is referred as the network key. Another one shared only between two paired

devices is referred to as link keys.

Figure 2.1b shows a prototype of a message exchange between two Zigbee de-

vices. The manufacturer’s application in the controller can initiate a service request

with commands in the Zigbee Cluster Library (ZCL), which are defined to perform

device functionalities. The ZCL then sends the request to the lower layers. The

message is transmitted over the air. After receiving the message, the ZCL in the end

device processes the message and passes the request to the upper application to make

a response. From the user’s perspective, the ZCL is an application layer protocol and

the Zigbee protocol stack’s main library to perform all of the device’s functionalities.

Therefore, I use ZCL as a case study for fuzzing the Zigbee protocol implementation

in this dissertation.
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2.2 Security Analysis on Zigbee Protocol

Since the standardization of the Zigbee protocol in 2003, numerous research

works have been published to analyze the security risks associated with the protocol.

Previous studies have primarily focused on the security of Zigbee network transmis-

sion.

Z3Sec [9], and Snout [36] mploy penetration testing techniques to assess vulner-

abilities in Zigbee networks. IoTcube [37] and beSTORM [38] have been developed to

analyze the security of the Zigbee protocol on specific embedded devices. Akestoridis

et al. [39] propose Zigator, a tool that analyzes encrypted Zigbee packets to detect

selective jamming and spoofing attacks. Wang et al. [10] introduce VEREJOIN, an

automated verification tool based on model checking, to evaluate the Zigbee network

rejoin procedure. Ronen et al. [8] demonstrate the potential damage caused by a

worm that targets all Zigbee-enabled lamps, affecting smart lighting in an entire city.

Recently, Ma et al. [40] also proposed a hub-based fuzzing solution for IoT devices,

enabling the discovery of vulnerabilities without relying on companion apps. They

capture the setting-up message sequences between an IoT device and a hub (e.g., a

gateway device to manage all other IoT devices and connect them to the Internet)

and identify the supported functions for fuzzing.

Most of these solutions are considered black-box approaches as they monitor

and manipulate Zigbee network traffic to identify security issues. Additionally, Cui et

al. proposed two fuzzing approaches, namely FSM-Fuzzing [41] and CG-Fuzzing [42],

to detect security risks in Zigbee. FSM-Fuzzing is based on a finite state machine,

while CG-Fuzzing relies on a genetic algorithm. However, both of these approaches

are closed-source and thus cannot be directly compared with the proposed fuzzing

solution presented in this dissertation. Recently, Wang et al. [43] also evaluated new

threat models of Zigbee network with real IoT devices, in which the adversaries are
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outside the network. They also utilize semantic fuzzing to generate test packets that

have higher chance to produce meaningful results.

Unlike the aforementioned vulnerability exploitation works that focus on ana-

lyzing network traffic or targeting real IoT devices, the approaches proposed in this

dissertation aim to identify unknown vulnerabilities in Zigbee protocol implementa-

tions themselves, rather than in real-time Zigbee networks. These fuzzing platforms

do not rely on physical devices or specific knowledge of the underlying hardware de-

sign. By leveraging fuzzing techniques, my proposed approaches generate and mutate

test cases for the Zigbee protocol, aiming to trigger potential security vulnerabilities

within the protocol implementation. This allows for a systematic exploration of the

protocol’s code paths and the identification of security issues that may have been

overlooked during the development phase. The fuzzing platforms developed in this

research can be applied independently of real devices, providing a cost-effective and

efficient means of detecting vulnerabilities in Zigbee protocol implementations.

2.3 Fuzz Testing

Fuzz testing is a widely used technique to detect vulnerabilities. The basic

idea is to execute a program under test with random inputs and monitor execution

failures that can be used for further analysis. Many techniques have been proposed

to improve the fuzzing performance.

2.3.1 Conventional Protocol Fuzzing

Many black-box protocol fuzzing approaches are proposed and developed to gen-

erate high-structured packets that conform to network protocol format requirements.

These fuzzing approaches (e.g., SPIKE [13], Sulley [44], Boofuzz [14], AutoFuzz [45],

and SNOOZE [46]) employ grammar-based fuzzing [47] to generate well-structured
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Frame 
Control

Manufacturer 
Code

Transaction Sequence 
Number

Command 
Identifier
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Attribute Data 
Type

Attribute 
Data

A Real ZCL Message 01 00 01 01 02 00 03 42 7zcltest

ZCL Header ZCL Payload (Write Attribute Cmd)
Message Format 

Definition

(a) ZCL Frame Format Definition [48].

1 
s_initialize("ZCLMessage") 

2 s_group("frame_control", values=<USER_GIVEN_VALUES>) 

3 with s_block("manuCode", dep="frame_control", dep_values =         

        <USER_GIVEN_VALUES>):  
4     s_word(0, endian='<', name="manu")          
5 s_byte(1, name="tranSeq")          
6 s_group("commandId", values=<USER_GIVEN_VALUES>)  
7 with s_block("payload", dep="commandId", values =  

        <USER_GIVEN_VALUES>): 
8     ...... 

 

(b) Example of Message Format Script.

Figure 2.2: Example of ZCL Message Construction with Block-based Representation.

packets that adhere to network protocol format requirements. These approaches con-

struct test inputs based on input specifications, which define the data format and

integrity constraints, enabling effective fuzzing of network protocols.

Block-based protocol representation, also known as abstract representation blocks,

is utilized by protocol fuzzers [49]. In this representation, a block represents a set of

abstracted data or nested blocks that conform to the protocol format. By organizing

the protocol frames into blocks, the fuzzers can generate test inputs that conform to

the format definition, allowing for format validation without early rejection during

runtime. An example of generating a ZCL message using the block-based represen-

tation is illustrated in Figure 2.2b, where the format definition script specifies the

placement of primitive data within the ZCL message. A ZCL message is initialized as

a block with the name ZCLMessage (line 1 in Figure 2.2b). With the format definition

script, the protocol fuzzers represent the protocol message with primitive data follow-

ing their placements. The generated test inputs could satisfy the format validation

without early rejection during the execution time.
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Although these protocol fuzzers with block-based representation define and gen-

erate highly structured input formats, they have a disadvantage of the quality of test

inputs generation. For example, as shown in Figure 2.2a, the fuzzer first mutates the

field Frame Control. Once the mutation on this field finishes, the fuzzer resets the

field to its initial value. The fuzzer mutates a single field at a time. Then the fuzzer

moves to the following field Manufacturer Code for mutation. The field Attribute

Data would be the last for mutation. Thus, if a message consists of M fields and

each field has N possible values, the fuzzer can generate (M ∗ N) new test cases in

total. Without considering execution feedback and program structure, those protocol

fuzzers suffer from large input space and fail to explore deeper code of the target

program.

Unlike the mentioned protocol fuzzers, our proposed fuzzing solution, Z-Fuzzer

integrates grammar-based fuzzing with code coverage heuristics for testing Zigbee

protocol implementations.Z-Fuzzer starts by generating an initial test corpus using a

provided Zigbee message format script, ensuring that the test cases pass the pre-check

of the target program. It then prioritizes test cases that explore new execution paths,

allowing for further mutation.

2.3.2 Coverage-guided Fuzzing

Some researchers have recognized the importance of code coverage in guid-

ing protocol fuzzing to improve performance. AFL [16] and its derivatives, such as

AFL++ [21], have gained popularity in automated security analysis. However, they

face limitations when it comes to compiling the source code of the Zigbee protocol.

Zigbee protocol vendors typically use specific development toolchains for their proto-

col stack, which restricts the use of general compilers like GCC and LLVM, commonly

used in AFL and its derivatives, for building the protocol stack.
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Fuzzing on IoT embedded devices poses additional challenges due to the reliance

on specific hardware configurations. Several existing research works [17,18,19,24,26]

address this challenge by integrating emulators into their fuzzing tools. A notable

emulator is QEMU [20] which provides user-mode emulation and full emulation for a

variety of embedded devices. However, using QEMU in user-mode typically requires

a Linux kernel or a hardware abstraction layer (HAL) to execute the target pro-

gram. AFL QEMU mode [50], Frankenstein [18] and BaseSAFE [19] utilize QEMU

in user-mode, which require presence of Linux kernel or an abstract layer. Some

researches [17, 24, 26] propose hybrid solutions that combine user-mode and full em-

ulation together.

However, the execution environment required by Zigbee protocol implementa-

tions, particularly on specific chipsets and embedded devices, poses a challenge for

existing simulation platforms like QEMU. The Zigbee protocol is typically executed

on system-on-chip (SoC) devices and bare-metal systems, which may not be compati-

ble with the Linux kernel or hardware abstraction layers used in simulation platforms.

Additionally, vendor-specific embedded devices often have unique hardware and pe-

ripheral interrupt configurations that are not supported by existing simulators. For

example, the Zigbee protocol stack Z-Stack from Texas Instruments can only be exe-

cuted in three embedded devices, which instead are not supported by current simula-

tors. This lack of support for the specific configurations required by Zigbee protocol

vendors makes it difficult, or even impossible, for existing simulation platforms to

provide an appropriate execution environment for Zigbee protocol stacks.

2.3.3 Taint Inference Based Fuzzing

Indeed, symbolic execution-based approaches, like Driller [51] and QSYM [52],

have been proposed to address the challenge of generating test inputs that satisfy
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complex path constraints. These techniques use symbolic execution to explore dif-

ferent program paths and generate inputs that satisfy specific conditions. However,

symbolic execution can suffer from scalability issues and slow execution speed, espe-

cially when dealing with large and complex applications. The path explosion problem,

where the number of possible execution paths grows exponentially, further limits the

scalability of symbolic execution-based approaches. As a result, while these tech-

niques can be effective in certain scenarios, they may not be suitable for fuzzing

large-scale applications due to their limitations in scalability and execution speed.

In order to efficiently resolve path constraints, several lightweight solutions

have been proposed to efficiently resolve path constraints in fuzzing by inferring the

relationship between input bytes and constraints. These approaches aim to guide seed

mutation to generate test cases that satisfy specific path constraints. VUzzer [27]

focuses on passing magic value validations by using taint analysis to identify critical

bytes that need to be mutated to satisfy path constraints. Angora [23] locates input

bytes that flow into path constraints using byte-level taint tracking and mutates

them with a gradient descent algorithm to satisfy the constraints. REDQUEEN [29]

aims to solve magic values and checksums by coloring an input seed, replacing every

input byte with as many random bytes as possible while preserving the execution

path. Matryoshka [53] explores nested branches for fuzzing based on both control flow

and taint flow, allowing for deeper exploration of program paths. GREYONE [28]

utilizes taint analysis to locate critical input bytes and determines how to mutate

them effectively during the fuzzing process. PATA [30] proposes a path-awareness

taint analysis for fuzzing, inferring taints based on control flow and value changes

to guide mutation. TRUZZ [54] infers the relationship between input bytes and

validation checks, preventing those bytes from being mutated during fuzzing to avoid

violating constraints.
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Though these fuzzers have shown good performance on general applications,

they are hard to directly deploy on the Zigbee protocol implementation due to

the vendor-specific requirements of compiler and underlying hardware configuration.

Most of these fuzzers develop their approaches with general compilers such as LLVM

or Clang for dynamic taint analysis, which are prevented by many Zigbee protocol

vendors in their protocol stacks. Compared to these fuzzers, our proposed solution

TaintBFuzz utilizes vendor-specific compiler to pre-process the protocol source code

for static taint analysis. It also customizes static analysis application to parse vendor-

specific syntaxes that are not intially supported.

2.4 Combinatorial Testing

Combinatorial Testing (CT), which is also referred to as t-way testing, is a pop-

ular testing method for examining interaction between input parameters that affect

software execution [55, 56]. The key insight of this approach is that most execution

failures are triggered by a single input parameter or combinations of several relative

parameter values. Assume that a program under test P has n input parameters,

P = {p1, p2, ..., pn}, and each parameter can take values from a finite set Vi, for

1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then a CT test model is consists of parameters P and value domains

V = {V1, V2, ..., Vn}, depicting the test input space of the target program. CT can

efficiently generate a covering array for any t (out of n) parameters, in which every

t-way combination is covered at least once. It aims to achieve a good balance between

test input space and the efficiency of failure discovery.

Combinatorial testing has been widely applied in various domains to detect

security issues and improve test generation. Wang et al. [57] introduced Tance, a

specification-based testing approach that leverages combinatorial testing to efficiently

generate test inputs for external parameters, aiming to detect buffer overflow vulner-
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abilities. Chandrasekaran et al. [58] applied combinatorial testing to Deep Neural

Network-based autonomous driving systems, effectively detecting safety-critical bugs

before deployment. To efficiently test RESTful APIs, RESTCT [59] was developed

as a systematic approach for testing RESTful APIs, using combinatorial testing to

generate operation sequences and test different combinations of operations. Feng et

al. [60] proposed MagicMirror, which integrates combinatorial testing with fuzzing to

test smart contracts, effectively exploring function parameter interactions and crit-

ical values. These studies demonstrate the effectiveness of combinatorial testing in

different contexts for security analysis and improving test generation.

Compared to these solutions, our proposed approach CT-BFuzz, makes fuzzing

and combinatorial testing interact to improve test case generation for testing Zigbee

protocol implementation. It utilizes static taint analysis and fuzzing to identify the

important message fields and their representative values for dynamically generating

CT test models. At the same time, the CT test set helps the fuzzing process generate

more diversified test case, particularly the combination values of critical fields that

have higher probability to explore uncovered execution paths.
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Chapter 3

Device-Agnostic Fuzzing of Zigbee Protocol Implementation

The content of this chapter is based on a paper published in the 14th ACM

Conference on Security and Privacy in Wireless and Mobile Networks (WiSec), in

June 20211 and an article published in ACM journal Digital Threats: Research and

Practice (DTRAP), in March 20232.

3.1 Overview

In this chapter, we present the first device-agnostic fuzzing framework of Zigbee

Protocol Implementation Z-Fuzzer. The goal of Z-Fuzzer is to detect vulnerabilities in

the Zigbee protocol implementations without the real embedded devices; that is, sim-

ulating the execution of the Zigbee protocol in a proper software environment. Most

existing IoT firmware simulation applications encounter obstacles to execute the Zig-

bee protocol due to the diverse underlying hardware and system configurations. The

Zigbee protocol interacts with the events triggered by peripheral interrupts varying

in different embedded devices. Unfortunately, existing embedded simulators have in-

sufficient knowledge to simulate all of the peripheral interrupts. Besides, the Zigbee

protocol is usually executed in a baremetal embedded device. The system can be

1Copyright c© 2021 Association for Computing Machinery. Reprinted, with permission, from
Mengfei Ren, Xiaolei Ren, Huadong Feng, Jiang Ming, and Yu Lei. Z-Fuzzer: Device-agnostic
Fuzzing of Zigbee Protocol Implementation. In Proceedings of the 14th ACM Conference on Security
and Privacy in Wireless and Mobile Networks (WiSec ’21). Association for Computing Machinery,
New York, NY, USA, 347–358. https://doi.org/10.1145/3448300.3468296

2Copyright c© 2023 Association for Computing Machinery. Repritned, with permission from
Mengfei Ren, Xiaolei Ren, Huadong Feng, Jiang Ming, and Yu Lei. 2023. Security Analysis of
Zigbee Protocol Implementation via Device-agnostic Fuzzing. Digit. Threat.: Res. Pract. 4, 1,
Article 9 (March 2023), 24 pages. https://doi.org/10.1145/3551894
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customized based on particular embedded devices required by manufacturers that

are not supported by most existing simulators. Therefore, we need to develop a

proper software execution environment to simulate the peripheral interrupts without

considering the underlying hardware of specific embedded devices.

Moreover, we design our framework based on grammar-based fuzzing with

block-based representation that has been widely used in existing protocol fuzzing

frameworks [13, 44, 45, 46]. This approach aims to construct test messages, which

satisfy the protocol frame format requirements. However, it has a limitation on the

quality of test inputs. It does not prioritize test cases with execution feedback for

further fuzzing, which could cover the target program’s more execution paths. To

effectively detect vulnerabilities in the protocol implementations, we need to consider

such feedback from the protocol execution and generate more valuable test inputs.

To tackle these challenges, we design Z-Fuzzer with two main components: a test

harness and a mutation engine. The test harness consists of an execution engine to run

the Zigbee protocol stack with the generated test cases in a simulator and a coverage

report parser to calculate cumulative coverage information. We leverage the coverage

feedback to retain the interesting test cases for further fuzzing. Additionally, we

develop a proxy server in the execution engine to bridge the communication between

the simulator and the mutation engine without forming an entire Zigbee network.

We have implemented Z-Fuzzer and evaluated its effectiveness in detecting se-

curity vulnerabilities. In terms of fuzzing strategy, we select two state-of-art protocol

fuzzing platforms, BooFuzz [14] and Peach [15], as our comparative tools. BooFuzz

is the successor of industry-standard protocol fuzzer Sulley [44], and Peach [15] is a

commercial protocol fuzzer that has been widely used. We run BooFuzz and Peach

on top of our Zigbee protocol simulation platform and compare them with Z-Fuzzer

by fuzzing Z-Stack [61], a mainstream Zigbee protocol implementation developed by
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Texas Instruments (TI), for which the source code is available. The results indicate

that Z-Fuzzer effectively increases code coverage and detects security vulnerabilities.

Z-Fuzzer has identified six unique previously unknown vulnerabilities in Z-Stack im-

plementation with fewer test cases than BooFuzz and Peach. We have reported all of

the new vulnerabilities to TI. Three of these vulnerabilities have been assigned CVE

IDs with high CVSS scores (7.5∼8.2) at the time of writing, while others are still

under review. Our work sheds light on detecting the Zigbee protocol vulnerabilities

in a software simulation environment without accessing a physical device.

3.2 Protocol Fuzzing Algorithm

The fuzzing engine of Z-Fuzzer adopts the grammar-based fuzzing using the

block-based protocol representation. The overall fuzzing process is displayed in Al-

gorithm 1.

With a message format script, Z-Fuzzer constructs a list of Blocks containing

all message fields’ representations with their constraints (line 2). Initially, the fields

are selected from this list to generate a test case (line 13). We now use an additional

list of top rated to record favored test cases that increase code coverage in previous

executions. If a favored test case is waiting to be mutated, we prioritize the favored

test case for the following mutations (line 7). The selected favored test case is the

one that has covered the most number of edges in the previous executions.

The message fields that are selected to generate a test case are mutated accord-

ing to their selection sequence. When a favored test case is selected, the interesting

values in this test case that result in coverage increment are retained. Z-Fuzzer then

mutates other field values in the test case in sequential order of their placements

during the initialization phase. If a message field is defined with user-specific val-

ues, Z-Fuzzer sequentially selects these values for mutation. Otherwise, the fuzzer
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Algorithm 1: Z-Fuzzer Protocol Fuzzing Algorithm

Input : Input format script S, Program under test P
Output: Seeds that crash the program crash,

the current cumulative code coverage current coverage

1 crash ← ∅
2 blocks ← Initialize(S)

3 top rated ← ∅
4 current coverage ← 0

5 repeat

6 if top rated is not ∅ then

7 favored ← Select(top rated)

8 seed ← Mutate(favored)

9 if favored.was fuzzed then

10 top rated ← top rated - favored

11 else

12 tescase ← Choose(blocks)

13 seed ← Mutate(testcase)

14 end

15 coverage, result ← RunTarget(P , seed)

16 if isInteresting(coverage, result) then

17 top rated ← top rated ∪ seed

18 current coverage ← CalculateCoverage(coverage)

19 crash ← crash ∪ result

20 end

21 until top rated is ∅ and all fields in blocks are fuzzed

22 return crash, current coverage

mutates it with the pre-defined fuzzing dictionary. If all of the message fields of a fa-

vored test case are completely mutated, we label the favored test case as was fuzzed

and remove it from top rated list (lines 9 - 10). Z-Fuzzer completes the entire fuzzing
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Figure 3.1: The workflow of Z-Fuzzer framework.

process when no favored test cases are pending in top rated, and all of the message

fields in Blocks have been fuzzed.

A test case is evaluated based on code coverage, including line coverage and

control-flow edge coverage. If the test case leads to the code coverage improvement,

we save it in the top rated list with the associated interesting values that increase

coverage for future mutations (line 18). Otherwise, the test case is ignored. Z-

Fuzzer also monitors the execution results and records the test cases that result in an

execution error.

3.3 Implementation Details

Figure 3.1 presents the workflow of Z-Fuzzer framework3. It consists of five

components: an offline parser, a test case generator, a mutation engine, an execution

engine, and a coverage report parser.

3The source code of Z-Fuzzer is avaliable at https://github.com/zigbeeprotocol/Z-Fuzzer.
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3.3.1 Test Case Generation and Mutation

We use Zigbee Cluster Library (ZCL) as a case study to demonstrate our frame-

work. The format script represents ZCL message format defined in the Zigbee protocol

specification, as displayed in Figure 2.2a.

All of the message fields of a ZCL frame are represented as primitive data,

e.g., bit, byte, integer, string, or random data, in the format script. Some message

fields are defined without user-specific types and values. We represent such fields as

string primitive data, e.g., a variant attribute data field in the ZCL payload. For

other message fields, we represent them based on their defined length and values,

such as bit, byte, and word. All of the representations are saved in a list of primitive

data. The test case generator then constructs a test case by selecting corresponding

primitive data from the list based on the format definition and the constraints ( 1 in

Figure 3.1).

If favored test cases are pending for mutation, Z-Fuzzer selects one for the

following fuzzing; otherwise, it selects a test case that is generated with the primitive

data list ( 2 in Figure 3.1). The selected favored test case has covered the most

number of edges in a previous execution and has not been fully mutated. Here an

edge is a connection between two basic blocks in a control flow graph (CFG) of the

target program. We add a flag skip_mutation to the primitive data in the favored

test case in which the interesting value increases the code coverage. With this flag,

the primitive data will be retained during the following mutation process.

All of the message fields selected to generate a test case are mutated accord-

ing to their selection sequence ( 3 in Figure 3.1). When a favored test case is se-

lected, the mutation engine will skip the mutation of the interesting values if the flag

skip_mutation is present. Moreover, other primitive data representing the following

fields are mutated in sequential order. Z-Fuzzer fuzzes primitive data assembling a
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Figure 3.2: Example of mutation on a favored test case

typical test case based on the primitive data’s selection order. If a user defines a mes-

sage field with a list of possible values in the format script, Z-Fuzzer will sequentially

select these values for mutation. Otherwise, the mutation engine mutates it with the

pre-defined fuzzing library. The favored test case is removed from the corpus when all

its message fields are entirely mutated. Z-Fuzzer completes the entire fuzzing process

when no favored test cases are pending, and all of the test cases in the corpus have

been fuzzed. The mutated input is then sent to the execution engine for testing at

runtime ( 4 in Figure 3.1).

Example. Figure 3.2 shows an example to explain the mutation of the favored

test cases. Suppose the favored test case 1 is generated when we fuzz the field FC

to the value 04. The test case 1 1 is then generated based on this favored test case,

which results in new code coverage. It also exercises more edges than the favored test

case 1 and therefore becomes the new favored test case 2. Both interesting values

04 and 01 are recorded. We now fuzz the favored test case 2 on its following fields:

TransSeq, ComdID, and Payload. Assume TranSeq has N possible values, CmdID

has O values, and Payload has M values in their fuzzing libraries. We will generate

(N + O + M) new test cases in total because we mutate a single primitive data in

each fuzzing iteration. The mutation of favored test case 2 is regarded as completed

once all of those values have been rendered. If no more favored test cases are better
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than the favored test case 1, we resume its previous mutation process to continue

generating test case 1 2 rather than starting from scratch. This process is repeated

until all of the message fields are fuzzed.

3.3.2 Execution Engine

The execution engine is responsible for executing the Zigbee protocol stack

with the test cases, consisting of a local proxy server and a simulator. The local

proxy server is used to bridge the communication between the mutation engine and

the simulator through a socket connection. It also saves the received message in a

file for later processing by the protocol stack. We also develop a stack driver to

initialize proper system configuration based on the source code of target protocol

implementation. We compile the driver with the protocol stack as a single binary file

and execute it in the simulator.

Embedded Device Simulator. We utilize the simulator from IAR Embed-

ded Workbench [62] to fully simulate a physical embedded device, which supports

different microcontroller architectures. We choose the ARM version since most IoT

devices are built on this architecture. The IAR Workbench contains a development

toolchain, particularly for IoT devices, including a specific compiler, linker, debug-

ger, and simulator. Currently, the IAR Workbench for ARM architecture supports 50

different ARM CPUs and hundreds of devices from 42 IoT manufacturers [62], which

are not supported by a generic simulator such as QEMU. Most embedded devices re-

quired by different Zigbee protocol vendors for their implementations are supported

in the IAR device list. We also observe that IAR provides diverse device-specific

description files, including memory layout, hardware, and peripheral interrupts. We

can simulate the embedded device to execute the Zigbee protocol with the pre-defined

device description files without considering the underlying hardware design.
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Before executing the Zigbee protocol stack, we first build the stack driver with

the protocol stack implementation as a single binary file using the IAR compiler and

the linker. The IAR C-SPY Debugger communicates with the simulator through a

built-in simulator driver [63]. The IAR Workbench also defines various flash loader

configurations to download the executable file for all of the supported embedded

devices. According to the device description file and the flash loader configuration, the

simulator loads the binary file to the corresponding RAM location for execution. The

proxy server invokes the C-SPY debugger as a child process to run the Zigbee protocol

stack. Additionally, the C-SPY debugger also provides several plugin modules, such

as a coverage report and call stack, which we can leverage to guide our fuzzing process.

Stack Driver. The Zigbee protocol is usually executed in an environment that

handles events triggered by peripheral interrupts. Though the execution environment

can be customized by different protocol vendors, some system properties defined in the

protocol specification are mandatory for all implementations. We analyze the sample

project provided in the source code of the target protocol implementation. Then

we develop a stack driver to initialize the protocol stack system, including memory

initialization and basic functionalities of a simulated embedded device. The stack

driver then invokes the target protocol implementation with the received message for

execution.

In practice, the Zigbee protocol handles the system events when an on-chip

communication peripheral interrupt (e.g., UART) is triggered. Hence, we also develop

an interrupt handler in the stack driver to simulate the UART interrupt by reading

the incoming message from a file using the C-SPY Macro System in conjunction with

immediate breakpoints [63]. We set up a repeatable interrupt and an immediate read

breakpoint in the macro file according to the device description files. Whenever the

interrupt is triggered, the breakpoint temporarily suspends the execution and reads a
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Listing 3.1: Example of interrupt setting in a macro file and an interrupt handler in
the stack driver.

1 /∗ In t e r rup t S e t t i n g s in Macro F i l e ∗/
2 execUserSetup ( ) {
3 //Read the incoming message from the f i l e
4 f i l e H a n d l e o p e n F i l e ( ” f i l e \\ l o c a t i o n ” , ” r ” ) ;
5 // Set up i n t e r r u p t
6 i n t e r rup t ID o r d e r I n t e r r u p t ( ”UARTR VECTOR”

,100000 ,60000 ,0 ,1 ,0 ,100) ;
7 // Set up the immediate breakpo int
8 breakID setSimBreak ( ”SBUF” , ”R” , ” Access ( ) ” ) ;
9 }

10

11 Access ( ) {
12 var msg ;
13 i f ( r e a d F i l e ( f i l e H a n d l e ,& msg ) == 0) {
14 SBUF= seedData ;
15 }
16 }
17

18 //The i n t e r r u p t handler in the s tack d r i v e r .
19 #pragma vecto r = UARTR VECTOR
20 i n t e r r u p t r o o t void UartReceiveHandler ( void ) {
21 uint32 data ;
22 // Save the value from the s e r i a l data b u f f e r
23 data = SBUF;
24 . . . .
25 }

value from the file, storing an incoming message from the proxy server. The interrupt

will be disabled if no values are available in the file. Note that different devices may

configure a different register for the interrupt; Z-Fuzzer can set the correct register in

the handler based on the device description file.

We present an example of an interrupt setting in the macro file and the interrupt

handler in Listing 3.1. This example simulates the UART interrupt on an embedded

device, CC2538, a popular device for IoT application development. The function

execUserSetup() is a built-in function in the Macro System that is called when the

system starts up (line 2). Inside this function, we set a file handler to read the incom-

ing message (line 4), a UART interrupt with the function orderInterrupt() (line 6),
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and an immediate read breakpoint with the function setSimBreak() (line 8). The

interrupt will be activated after 100000 system cycles and repeat every 60000 cycles.

When the interrupt is triggered, the immediate breakpoint is enabled on SBUF, which

is a data buffer to save the data received from UART. Rather than collecting data

from the actual peripheral device, we simulate the operation by reading the incoming

message from the saved file by the proxy server (line 11-16). Besides, we define the

interrupt handler in the stack driver with the keyword vector=UARTR VECTOR,

which is the same interrupt variable configured in the macro file (see lines 6 and 19).

The handler can directly access the UART’s data buffer (SBUF ) to read the data

and save it to a variable for further use. In practice, the name UARTR VECTOR of

the UART peripheral device and its data buffer SBUF will be configured differently

on various embedded devices.

3.3.3 Coverage Report Analysis

We evaluate test cases in terms of line coverage and edge coverage. A test case

is saved as a favored test case if it increases code coverage. The C-SPY debugger

can generate a coverage report for the current execution. Unfortunately, the coverage

report does not provide adequate information. Thus, we developed an offline parser

and a coverage report parser to calculate cumulative coverage results.

Offline Parser. The offline parser is a static code analysis tool to generate

a control flow graph (CFG) data from the protocol implementation’s source code.

It is used later by the coverage report parser. The offline parse only executes once

before the entire fuzzing iterations. The coverage report only records the uncovered

statements in functions in a single execution, which is insufficient for calculating cu-

mulative line coverage and edge coverage. Hence, we leverage the CFG information,

including statements, basic blocks, and branches of every function, to calculate cu-
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mulative code coverage. We assign every basic block with a random number with

hashing to obtain edge coverage information when analyzing the CFG information.

The random number acts as the label of every basic block. These analysis results are

saved as formatted data in a file for the coverage report parser to compute detailed

line coverage and edge coverage.

Coverage Report Parser. The coverage report parser analyzes the coverage

report and the CFG file to calculate cumulative line coverage and edge coverage ( 5

in Fig 3.1). We use two lists, line hits and edge hits, to record lines of code and

edges that have been covered in the previous executions. The value of line hits[i]

means the total executed times of the statement in line i. The value of edge hits[i] is

the total accessed times of the ith edge. We utilize the coverage measurement used

in AFL4 to calculate edge coverage. The calculation is shown below,

cur location =< RANDOM NUMBER >;

edge hits[cur location ⊕ prev location] + +;

prev location = cur location >> 1;

The cur location value is generated randomly for each basic block when the offline

parser generates the CFG of source code. The result of XOR operation records a

hit for a particular edge tuple. Though there might be a risk of collision caused by

the XOR operation if the branch count becomes larger in complex programs [50],

we observed that it could not be an issue in our scenario because the branch size in

our target is relatively small. The shift operation is to update the previous location,

4More coverage measurement details have been explained in the AFL technical paper [50].
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Part of CFG of zcl.c as shown in JSON 
format 
 
{  
   "name": "zclGetAttrDataLength",  
   "total_blocks": 7  
   "block_list": [ 

...... 
{   "block_number": "2",  
    "location": 24855,  
    "statements": [3247, 3249],  
    "succs": [3, 4] 
}, 
{    "block_number": "3",  
     "location": 42705,  
     "statements": [3251],  
     "succs": [7] 
},  
{    "block_number": "4",  
     "location": 59348,  
     "statements": [3253],  
     "succs": [5, 6] 
}, 
...... 
{    "block_number": "7",  
     "location": 7187,  
     "statements": [3262],  
     "succs": [1] 
} 

] 
} 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Part of coverage report of Z-Stack in a single run of 
execution 

 
 
 
 
 

Function "zclGetAttrDataLength" coverage: 42.86% 

 
Steppoint(s) not covered: 
 
File XXXX\Components\stack\zcl\zcl.c 

 
Line 3251 : Col 5 - 5  
          addr(0x002011F8-0x00201203) 
Line 3255 : Col 5 - 25  
          addr(0x00201214-0x00201219) 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 

Figure 3.3: Example of coverage report of Z-Stack execution.

which also preserves the directionality of tuples, e.g., (X >> 1) ⊕ Y distinguishes

from (Y >> 1) ⊕ X.

The parser firstly scans a coverage report to collect functions that have been

accessed in the last execution. The uncovered lines of code in the accessed function

are saved into a list. All the statements contained by a basic block are also extracted

from the CFG file to a list. Then we compare these two lists to check whether the

current basic block is covered in the last execution. If a basic block is accessed, we also

record the covered edge between the block and its source block to the list edge hits.

After completing parsing the entire coverage report, we calculate the non-zero values

in the list line hits and the list edge hits to find out if any new lines and edges have

been added. If so, we consider the current test case as a favored one and put it in the

pending favored queue for a further mutation ( 6 in Figure 3.1).
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Example [64]. Fig 3.3 displays an example of the coverage report of Z-

Stack in a single run of execution along with CFG information of file zcl.c. We

use these two files to calculate the code coverage of function zclGetAttrdataLength.

The function coverage is shown in the right side of Fig 3.3. When scanning this

function, we first extract the uncovered statements from the coverage report to a list

uncovered stmt, which contains 3251 and 3255. Then we compare this list with the

variable statements of each basic block in the CFG file (see the left side of Fig 3.3). A

basic block is labeled as executed if all statements are not in the list uncovered stmt.

Then we increase the value of statement hits[i], where i is the line number of the

statement contained in the covered basic block. In this case, when the block 2 is

covered in the current execution, we increase the values of statement hits[3247] and

statement hits[3249] to record the executed statements. We then record the covered

edge that is a path from the source block to block 2. The label of block 2 is saved

as location variable in the CFG file. Assume the source block’s label is 0. We then

increase the value of edge hits[24855⊕ 0] to record the executed edge.

Now we continue checking statements in block 2’s successors: basic block 3

and basic block 4. Compare the statements of block 3 and block 4 with the list

uncovered stmt, we can derive that block 4 is executed after block 2 in the cur-

rent execution since the statement 3251 of block 3 is in the list uncovered stmt.

The same process is repeated until the last block. The parsing process of function

zclGeAttrDataLength has completed when the basic block 1 is triggered, which in-

dicates the function has returned. Finally, all of the statements and edges that have

been executed are recorded.
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3.4 Evaluation of Z-Fuzzer

In this section, we evaluate Z-Fuzzer through multiple experiments. The exper-

iments are designed to answer the following research questions:

• RQ1: Can Z-Fuzzer detect more vulnerabilities in comparison with the state-

of-the-art fuzzers? (Section 3.4.1)

• RQ2: Can Z-Fuzzer achieve higher coverage rate in comparison with the state-

of-the-art fuzzers? (Section 3.4.2)

The target of the protocol fuzzing approach is to generate more high-quality

test inputs that conform to the protocol frame format. Thus, we demonstrate the

novelty of Z-Fuzzer in comparison with two baseline protocol fuzzers, BooFuzz [14]

and Peach [15]. BooFuzz is the successor of industry-standard protocol fuzzer Sul-

ley [44], and Peach fuzzer is a model-based commercial fuzzer. Both of them have

been widely used in existing research papers [65, 66]. BooFuzz and Peach initially

do not target IoT wireless protocols like the Zigbee protocol. Thus, we incorporated

them into our simulation platform to communicate with the Zigbee protocol. We

specifically compared the number of vulnerabilities and code coverage exposed in 24-

hour fuzzing experiments. All of our experiments were performed on a machine with

8 cores (Intel R© CoreTM i7-6700 CPU @ 3.40GHz) and 32 GB memory running the

Windows 10 Pro operating system and IAR Embedded Workbench for ARM 8.3. We

tested a widespread Zigbee protocol implementation, Z-Stack [61], which is developed

by Texas Instruments with various sample project codebases and its source code is

available.
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Table 3.1: Total number of crashes and unique vulnerabilities detected by BooFooz,
Peach and Z-Fuzzer.

Fuzzer
Total # of

Crashes (median)
Unique

Vulnerabilities

BooFuzz 62 2
Peach 3 3

Z-Fuzzer 223 6

3.4.1 Vulnerability Detection Capability

To answer RQ1, we measure the number of detected crashes and the number

of unique vulnerabilities discovered by all fuzzers. We repeated experiments 10 times

on fuzzers and present the result in Table 3.1.

Unique Vulnerabilities. We leveraged information in call stack to de-duplicate

detected crashes. The simulator returns a call stack trace for a memory crash, which

contains the executed functions, the line number of particular statements in the func-

tions, and the memory address of the statement. We hashed the memory address

and its function name and line number as an identifier of a detected crash. Stack

hashing may result in bug overcounting [67]. In our case, we manually check function

call trace in the source code for every unique vulnerability to avoid the overcounting

issue. The experiment result is displayed in Table 3.1; it indicates that Z-Fuzzer

can discover more crashes and unique vulnerabilities than the other two fuzzers. We

also cross-checked all detected vulnerabilities. Only one vulnerability can be repro-

duced with the test cases generated by BooFuzz. All of the vulnerabilities can be

reproduced with test cases generated by Peach fuzzer and Z-Fuzzer. We reported all

detected vulnerabilities to the CVE database and vendors, and three of them have

been assigned CVE IDs with high CVSS scores (7.5∼8.2).
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Table 3.2: Summary of new vulnerabilities detected by BooFuzz, Peach and Z-Fuzzer.

# Vulnerabilites Severity
Total # of Test Cases

Triggering a Vulnerability

BooFuzz Peach Z-Fuzzer

1 CVE-2020-27891 (High 7.5) Improper Input Validation 57 1 10
2 CVE-2020-27892 (High 7.5) Improper Memory Allocation 10 4 219
3 CVE-2020-27890 (High 8.2) Improper Input Validation - - 96
4 zclParseInReportCmd Out-of-bound read - - 2
5 zclParseInReadRspCmd Out-of-bound read - - 3
6 zclProcessInWriteCmd Null pointer reference - 1 231

Test Cases vs. Vulnerabilities. We measure the number of detected vul-

nerabilities over the generated test cases for BooFuzz, Peach fuzzer, and Z-Fuzzer, as

shown in Table 3.2. The vulnerability ID in the table is used to identify each vulner-

ability in other experiments, which does not present the detection order during the

experiment. The result indicates that Z-Fuzzer can generate more test cases and de-

tect more vulnerabilities in the protocol implementation. We noticed that only CVE-

2020-27892 is detected in every fuzzing round over ten times by all fuzzers. Other

bugs are discovered in some particular rounds. All fuzzers can detect CVE-2020-

27891 and CVE-2020-27892, while Z-Fuzzer can generate more unique test cases for

detection. BooFuzz failed to discover other 4 vulnerabilities, especially the function

zclParseInReadRspCmd and zclParseInReportCmd found by Z-Fuzzer with specific

test cases. Compared to BooFuzz, Peach fuzzer can instead discover the vulnerable

function zclProcessInWriteCmd with a particular test case. According to our analy-

sis of these vulnerabilities, most crashes occurred in a deeper location of vulnerable

functions caused by some long malformed string values at the end of the message

payload field. Before processing these values, the function performs several condi-

tion checks on other preceding primitive data. With the coverage feedback, some

interesting values are retained to generate specific test cases to satisfy such condition

checks.
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Figure 3.4: The relationship between line coverage and the number of detected pro-
tocol crashes in 10 runs.

Coverage vs. Vulnerabilities. We also analyze the relationship between

line coverage and the number of detected vulnerabilities. Figure 3.4 presents the max

cumulative number of vulnerabilities detected over line coverage. X-axis presents line

coverage on average and Y-axis presents the max cumulative number of vulnerabili-

ties. The symbols are the vulnerability identifiers displayed in Table 3.2 and represent

the minimum line coverage that detects the corresponding vulnerability. We can see

that Z-Fuzzer can detect more vulnerabilities by exercising fewer lines of source code.

Peach and Z-Fuzzer first detected CVE-2020-27892 at the earlier fuzzing stage, while

BooFuzz found the same vulnerability at the end of the fuzzing process. We notice

that some crashes are caused by some abnormal values of the message payload field

with a particular value of a preceding field, which may exercise new code. BooFuzz

and Peach fuzzer fails to generate such test messages since they consider the mes-

sage payload field and its preceding field independent during fuzzing. The particular

value of the preceding field is not retained when the message payload field is mutated.
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Figure 3.5: Message transmission on TI CC2538 with the evaluation board.

However, Z-Fuzzer can generate such a test case once the line coverage is changed.

Therefore, Z-Fuzzer improves the effectiveness and efficiency of vulnerability discovery

by boosting code coverage.

Vulnerabilities on Real Embedded Devices. We also verify the detected

vulnerabilities on real embedded devices. We used two Texas Instruments CC2538 de-

vices with the SmartRF06 Evaluation Board to form a real IoT network. TI CC2538

is a wireless microcontroller System-on-Chip (SoC) for high-performance ZigBee ap-

plications [68] and has been widely adopted in the IoT market.

As shown in Figure 3.5, one device acts as a coordinator that sends the crash

messages we found in the simulator; another acts as an end device that receives the

coordinator’s messages. We added debugging information in the test harness to print

device status on the LED display. The entire protocol stack with the test harness

is built as a single binary file and flashed to CC2538. The coordinator initiates the

network formation, and the end device joins the network.

We executed test cases that triggered vulnerabilities on the physical devices. Ta-

ble 3.2 shows that all fuzzers can detect vulnerabilities in the function zcl HandleExternal

and the function zclParseInDiscCmdsRspCmd in the simulation environment. How-
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Listing 3.2: Source code of CVE-2020-27892

1 s t a t i c void ∗zclParseInDiscCmdsRspCmd ( zclParseCmd t ∗pCmd)
2 { . . . . .
3 pDiscoverRspCmd=(zclDiscoverCmdsCmdRsp t ∗)
4 zc l mem al l oc ( s i z e o f ( zclDiscoverCmdsCmdRsp t ) +
5 (numCmds∗ s i z e o f ( u int8 ) ) ) ;
6 i f ( pDiscoverRspCmd != NULL)
7 { . . . . . .
8 f o r ( i = 0 ; i < numCmds ; i++)
9 {

10 pDiscoverRspCmd−>pCmdID[ i ] = ∗pBuf++;
11 }
12 }
13 re turn ( ( void ∗) pDiscoverRspCmd ) ;
14 }

ever, the vulnerability in the function zcl HandleExternal cannot be reproduced with

the test cases generated by BooFuzz and Peach. Instead, we could detect those two

crashes with the test cases generated by Z-Fuzzer on the real device. The embedded

device was frozen when processing the received crashing messages. In addition to these

two vulnerabilities, we can also verify the vulnerable function zclParseInWriteCmd

with the test cases generated by Z-Fuzzer. We notice that memory corruption oc-

curred when the device processes the received messages. The Z-Stack implementation

has captured the crash; however, it does not perform further operations and report

the crash. From the user’s perspective, the processing is successful since a success

status code is returned to the end device. Nevertheless, the attribute value is not up-

dated. We have reported all of the six detected vulnerabilities to the protocol vendor,

Texas Instruments. Three vulnerabilities have been confirmed at the time of writing,

and others are still under review.

Case Study. We use CVE-2020-27892 as a case study to explain more details of

our observations. This vulnerability is triggered by two specific valid command iden-

tifiers in the ZCL header. When the command identifier is set to 0x12 or 0x14, which

indicates a Discover Commands Received Response message or a Discover Commands
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Generated Response message, it crashes the protocol stack when parsing payload val-

ues of such message. The end device is frozen and fails to respond to any operations

unless we restart the board.

We examined this crash on both the simulator and the real device. The root

cause is an incorrect memory allocation for a structure variable. The source code

is showing in Listing 3.2. The struct variable pDiscoverRspCmd is a pointer that

contains an attribute pCmdID pointing to an array. In standard C programs, pCmdID

is assigned to a valid memory address when the system allocates memory space for

pDiscoverRspCmd. As the code shown in line 4, Z-Stack calls its memory allocation

method rather than using the C standard API. However, the self-implemented mem-

ory allocation method fails to assign a valid address to pCmdID. Suppose the memory

address of pDiscoverRspCmd is 0x20005B80 and the size of this structure type is 4

bytes and numCmds equals 1, then pCmdID should point to the address 0x20005B85. In

practice, it points to the content of that address, which is 0xCDCDCDCD and an invalid

memory address. Thus, an out-of-bounds write vulnerability is triggered when code

in line 10 is executed. Similar memory issues like memory copy also lead to other

vulnerabilities.

We observe that most protocol vendors develop their customized APIs to re-

place the standard functions in the C library. The main reason is that an embedded

device has limited memory resources and computing power, which is hard to sup-

port all C standard API libraries like PC software. Besides the bugs in the protocol

implementation itself, this customization may bring potential security risks. Cur-

rently, the protocol vendors bear responsibility for the vulnerabilities of the Zigbee

protocol. The mitigation of security problems entirely depends on whether the ven-

dors are proactive or not to the reported issues [69]. The IoT application developers

may not be aware of those potential issues until they complete the entire production.
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Table 3.3: Evaluation results on Z-stack in 10 runs.

Fuzzer
Total # of Unique

Test Cases
Line Coverage Edge Coverage

total % total %

BooFuzz 16,756 912 73.80% 680 73.82%
Peach 18,271 850 68.71% 628 67.58%
Z-Fuzzer 61,386 971 78.52% 769 82.30%

This observation also motivates us to propose Z-Fuzzer for developers to acknowledge

the Zigbee protocol stack’s potential issues at the earlier development stage; thus,

they can take corresponding actions to avoid such problems without waiting for the

protocol vendor’s feedback.

3.4.2 Code Coverage

To answer RQ2, we examined the ability of fuzzers to improve code coverage in

24h fuzzing, which is a widely accepted and evaluated metric in existing research [67].

We performed a set of experiments on each fuzzer to observe their line coverage and

edge coverage variation over time. Here an edge is a connection between two basic

blocks in CFG. We inputted the same protocol frame format script to all fuzzers.

Therefore, their fuzzing process was initialized with the same valid protocol frame.

Given the frame format script, the fuzzers generate test cases with the user-specific

or pre-defined fuzzing dictionary, for which the total number of test cases is finite.

Results are presented in Table 3.3. We report the line coverage and edge coverage

on average. From the results, we observe that Z-Fuzzer is significantly more effective

than BooFuzz and Peach.

We first analyze the uniqueness of test cases generated by three fuzzers. As

shown in Table 3.3, Z-Fuzzer can generate 6 times more unique test cases than the

other two fuzzers. Moreover, according to the Zigbee protocol specification, we cate-
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Figure 3.6: Line coverage and edge coverage achieved by fuzzers over 10 runs.

gorize test cases by the field command identifier in the ZCL header to distinguish the

difference among fuzzers on test case generation. Z-Fuzzer generated 308 different

types of test cases in total, in which 35 of those types can be generated by BooFuzz

and Peach. In addition, many test cases result in coverage increments, and therefore

they are retained as favored test cases for further mutation.

Moreover, we measure the code coverage of Z-Fuzzer in comparison with Boo-

Fuzz and Peach. Without our Zigbee protocol simulation platform, BooFuzz and

Peach cannot directly test Z-Stack implementation. Therefore, we replaced our mu-

tation engine with the other two fuzzers’ fuzzing engines to compare their perfor-

mance. The experiment result is presented in Table 3.3 and Figure 3.6. Table 3.3

indicates that Z-Fuzzer can achieve higher line coverage and edge coverage. Cur-

rently, we focus on generating high-quality test cases that satisfy the message format

of the Zigbee protocol specification. Therefore, we cannot cover exception handling

code and reach full code coverage. As Section 3.4.1 indicates, Z-Fuzzer can discover

more vulnerabilities than the other two fuzzers though it does not achieve full code

coverage.
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From Figure 3.6, we can see that BooFuzz and Z-Fuzzer proliferated at a very

early phase. As the Zigbee protocol performs several checks on the ZCL header first

when processing a message, minor changes in the header can lead to a significant

difference in executed code and path. Both of the two fuzzers start fuzzing from

the field Frame Control (the first field in the ZCL header shown in Figure 2.2a). It

is the reason that code coverage rapidly increased in BooFuzz and Z-Fuzzer at the

early phase. Instead, Peach randomly mutated a message field, and therefore its code

coverage increased slowly. Even though BooFuzz achieved its maximum code coverage

with fewer test cases, it terminated the fuzzing process after generating about 6, 200

test cases. BooFuzz uses fewer values for each primitive data to prevent an inevitable

combinatorial explosion in the number of possible mutation values. These values are

specified by the protocol specification or a pre-defined fuzzing dictionary of values. All

values are static over the fuzzing time. Thus, BooFuzz generated fewer test cases and

terminated the fuzzing process earlier than the other two fuzzers. For better result

presentation, we plot the coverage trend of the first 10, 000 test cases generation in

Figure 3.6. On the other hand, Z-Fuzzer and Peach fuzzer kept executing more code

and edges and generated more test cases. We also examine the differences in accessed

code and edges. Z-Fuzzer can exercise more different code and edges that BooFuzz

or Peach does not execute.

In summary, Z-Fuzzer achieves a higher code coverage rate than BooFuzz and

Peach with the coverage-guided test case generation. The interesting values are

recorded with the coverage feedback and guide the fuzzing process to generate more

high-quality test cases to access more in-depth code. We observe that many functions

in ZCL process the message payload value for the upper-level application object. They

could require a test case to satisfy some particular condition checks to execute more

in-depth code in those functions. During BooFuzz’s and Peach’s mutation process,
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the values of specific message fields, which may satisfy such a dependency constraint,

are neglected during the fuzzing. In contrast, Z-Fuzzer can infer such a correlation

with the runtime coverage feedback. The current mutant primitive data and all of the

preceding fields are retained for further fuzzing, satisfying those particular conditions

and covering more code and edges.

3.5 Conclusion

We have presented the first device-agnostic fuzzing framework, Z-Fuzzer, to de-

tect security vulnerabilities in Zigbee protocol implementations. Z-Fuzzer integrates

a software simulator to simulate real IoT devices combining the pre-defined hardware

interrupts and peripheral configurations. We also develop a test harness to provide a

proper execution environment for the Zigbee protocol stack, including a proxy server

facilitating the communication between the simulator and the mutation engine. Z-

Fuzzer outperforms the state-of-the-art work by detecting more deep vulnerabilities

with fewer test cases. We have identified six unique vulnerabilities, and three of them

have been assigned CVE IDs with high-severity scores.
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Chapter 4

Intelligent Zigbee Protocol Fuzzing via Constraint-Field Dependency

Inference

The content of this chapter is based on a paper [70] just accepted in European

Symposium on Research in Computer Security (ESORICS), in April 20231.

4.1 Overview

Though Z-Fuzzer has shown promising results for finding security vulnerabilities

in Zigbee protocol implementation, it still suffers from a large search space of inputs

by ignoring the target program structure. Many existing fuzzers [23, 27, 28, 30, 51]

apply various techniques to infer the relationship between input bytes and path con-

straints for generating test inputs efficiently, which can explore the deeper code of

the target program. Data flow analysis (e.g., dynamic taint analysis) is one of the

most adopted methods for dependency inference. However, it is not a trivial task to

directly deploy those fuzzers to Zigbee protocol implementations. First, these fuzzers

use general compilers like LLVM and Clang for dynamic taint analysis. As explained

in Figure 1.1 in Chapter 1, those general compilers are prevented from compiling the

Zigbee protocol stack by many protocol vendors. Second, these fuzzers, which utilize

QEMU for program execution simulation, cannot provide a proper simulation envi-

ronment due to the particular hardware configuration required by the Zigbee protocol

vendors.

1Reproduced with permission from Springer Nature. Mengfei Ren, Haotian Zhang, Xiaolei Ren,
Jiang Ming and Yu Lei, Computer Security – European Symposium on Research in Computer
Security 2023 (ESORICS). Just Accepted.
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To address these limitations, in this chapter, we propose TaintBFuzz, an intelli-

gent Zigbee protocol fuzzing with constraint-field dependency inference. We leverage

static taint analysis to infer the relationship between the message field and the path

constraints, while also satisfying the protocol vendors’ requirement of the specific

compiler. The dependency inference then guides the fuzzing engine to prioritize the

critical message fields for further mutation, which have a higher chance to exercise

unvisited branches.

The fuzzing engine of TaintBFuzz is designed based on Z-Fuzzer’s fuzzing en-

gine. It constructs the initial test seeds based on the message format script from

scratch. To execute the Zigbee protocol stack in a simulation environment, we use an

industrial embedded device development platform, IAR Embedded Workbench [62],

to interact with the fuzzing engine of TaintBFuzz. The IAR is used by many Zigbee

protocol vendors, such as TI, Samsung, and Toshiba, and provides a particular com-

piler and a software simulator. The IAR simulator also supports many vendor-specific

embedded devices with pre-defined hardware interrupt/peripheral configurations. We

also develop a stack driver and a proxy server to bridge the communication gap be-

tween the IAR simulator and the fuzzing engine.

We implemented a prototype of TaintBFuzz and evaluated its effectiveness in

security vulnerability detection on Z-Stack [61], a mainstream Zigbee protocol stack

developed by Texas Instruments. We compare TaintBFuzz with three state-of-the-

art protocol fuzzing tools, Peach [15], BooFuzz [14], and Z-Fuzzer [71]. Peach and

BooFuzz are conventional protocol fuzzers widely used in academia and industry. Our

experiment results show that TaintBFuzz outperforms those fuzzers by 27% and 25%

in terms of the number of unique edges found and statements covered. TaintBFuzz

has also identified eight unique vulnerabilities in Z-Stack, of which two are previously

undiscovered.
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Figure 4.1: Overall design of TaintBFuzz.

4.2 Design of TaintBFuzz

Figure 4.1 presents the overall design of TaintBFuzz, which contains three main

steps: (1) Constraint Variable Identification, (2) Constraint-Field Dependency Infer-

ence, and (3) Inference-guided Mutation. The black arrows in figure mean the main

workflow of TaintBFuzz. The red arrows mean the intermediate results generated by

the related components. As the ZCL is the core library of Zigbee protocol stack to

implement an IoT device’s functionalities, we will use it to present the details of each

step in the following subsections.

4.2.1 Constraint Variable Identification

The first challenge of TaintBFuzz design is to identify the constraint variables

reasonably. A constraint variable consists of a set of program variables used in a path

constraint. To address this challenge, TaintBFuzz collects program variables used in

all constraints based on the AST analysis of the program. A program variable can
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directly or indirectly influence a constraint. Notably, a temporary variable saves an

intermediate result that can be used in the following constraints, e.g., in the state-

ments temp = Function A(x, y); if(temp)..., the result of a function call is saved as

a temporary variable that impacts the IF condition. In addition to the regular condi-

tional constraint statements like IF, LOOP, and SWITCH, TaintBFuzz also collects

program variables used in every function call to address the temporary variable prop-

agation. Accordingly, a constraint variable is defined as a tuple (V, t, loc), where V

is a set of program variables, t ∈ T that T is a set of pre-defined constraint types

(IF, LOOP, SWITCH, CALL), and loc is a statement line number of a constraint.

A path constraint can be parsed as several sub-constraints during the AST analysis;

thus, we save loc to assemble a completed dependent fields list during the following

inference phase.

Additionally, TaintBFuzz constructs a set of Representative Messages (RM)

based on the given protocol message format script, in which the message format is

defined as Fig 2.2a in Chapter 2. An RM is defined as a tuple (F,Len, data), where

F = (F1, ..., Fn) is a set of message fields defined in the script, Len = (L1, ..., Ln) is the

length of every message field, and data is a real ZCL message. Each RM represents

a unique type of ZCL message. The generated RMs will be used for taint analysis to

identify the critical fields that impact program variables.

4.2.2 Constraint-Field Dependency Inference

The second challenge of TaintBFuzz is inferring the relationship between the

message fields and the path constraints. A standard solution is utilizing dynamic

taint analysis (DTA) to identify which input bytes are used in branch instructions.

However, it could fail to compile the Zigbee protocol because of the vendor-specific

compiler requirement as shown in Fig 1.1 in Chapter 1. To tackle this challenge,
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TaintBFuzz performs static taint analysis on a preprocessed source code compiled by

the protocol vendor-specific compiler to distinguish the dependency between message

fields and path constraints.

Algorithm 2 illustrates the primary process for the dependency inference. First,

we track an external input’s impact on the program execution through static taint

analysis. For each RM, we taint each message value (e.g., input[0] whose value is 4 as

shown in Figure 4.1) and perform static taint analysis to collect the tainted variables

(lines 4-6). After collecting the taint analysis result, we perform dependency inference

based on the constraint variables collected from Step 1 and the taint analysis result.

For each constraint variable, we first identify if its program variable exists in the

tainted variables (line 10).

If a variable is a tainted variable, then we collect its tainted record (line 11)

including the tainted label like input[0] in Step 2 and the message value like the array

[4,1,1,0,0] in Step 1. Then the tainted record is used to search the corresponding

message field in the set of RMs (line 12). Finally, we gather all message fields related

to the program variables used in a path constraint, e.g., constraint A is impacted by

the message field cmdID as shown in Figure 4.1. The collected result is saved as a

map where the key is the constraint, and the value is the message fields influencing

the constraint. As a path constraint could consist of several sub-constraints, we

combine all constraint-field dependencies based on the constraint’s loc value as the

final dependency inference result and pass it to the mutation engine (line 17).

4.2.3 Inference-guided Mutation

The main challenge of TaintBFuzz is effectively leveraging dependency analysis

results, which implicates inference-guided mutation. Our objective is to enhance the

mutation process through dependency inference when a fuzzer is hard to explore more
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Algorithm 2: Constraint-Field Dependency Inference

Input : A set of representative message: R,
A set of constraint variables: P ,
Preprocessed source code: S

Output: Hashmap(constraint → fields): Deps

1 tainted← ∅
2 Deps← ∅
3 foreach rs ∈ R do
4 taint← taintField (rs)
5 taint vars← taintAnalysis (S, taint)
6 tainted← tainted ∪ (taint, taint vars, rs.data)

7 end

8 foreach constraint ∈ P do
9 foreach var ∈ constraint.V do

10 if isTainted (var, tainted) then
11 tainted record← getTainted (var, tainted)
12 field← searchField (R, tainted record)
13 Deps[constraint]← Deps[constraint] ∪ field

14 end

15 end

16 end
17 Deps← assembleDependency (Deps)

paths of a program. Remarkably, we use coverage-guided fuzzing (CGF) in our main

fuzzing engine because it is low-cost and efficiently covers the majority of easy-to-

cover branches. Only for hard-to-cover branches, we introduce the constraint-field

dependency to augment the mutation process and generate diversified seeds. Algo-

rithm 3 shows the primary process of coverage-guided fuzzing with constraint-field

dependency inference. A threshold is a pre-defined value of the number of mutations

since the last updated code coverage, indicating when to utilize the constraint-field

dependency for mutation on a particular path to explore more uncovered branches.
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Algorithm 3: Fuzzing with Constraint-Field Dependency Inference

Input : Input seed: s, Inference result: Infer,
Control flow graph: G, Timeout: timeout
Program for coverage tracking: P ,
Program for inference tracking: P ′

Output: Detected crash: crash

1 execPath← ∅
2 crash← ∅
3 threshold← user predefined value

4 def main():
5 while not timeout do
6 cov, execPath, crash← execCheckCoverage (s,P)
7 if noUpdate (cov, threshold) then
8 s← mutateWithInfer (s, cov, execPath)
9 else

10 s← mutate (s)

11 end

12 def mutateWithInfer (s, cov, execPath):
13 pid← len (execPath)
14 uncovered← checkPath (cov, execPath, pid,G)
15 inferF ields← getInferFields (uncovered, Infer)
16 while pid ≥ 0 do
17 foreach f ∈ inferF ields do
18 s′,mutated← mutate (s, f)
19 if mutated then
20 break

21 end
22 cov′, path′, crash← executeGetCovered (s′,P ′)
23 if hasCovered (uncovered, cov′) then
24 return s′

25 else if callStackChanged (execPath, path′) then
26 inferF ields← updateFieldState (s, execPath, inferF ields)
27 else if not mutated then
28 pid← pid− 1
29 uncovered← checkPath (cov′, execPath, pid,G)
30 inferF ields← getInferFields (uncovered, Infer)

31 end

32 end
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4.2.3.1 Grammar Based with Coverage Guided Fuzzing

TaintBFuzz uses a grammar-based fuzzer with coverage-guided feedback as its

fuzzing engine. We generate the initial seed corpus based on the given protocol

message script from scratch so that each seed would satisfy the sanity check of message

processing. If a new edge is discovered, the seed is saved as a favored test case with

higher prioritization in the following mutations. The fuzzer also monitors the protocol

stack execution result and reports any detected crashes. If the code coverage has not

been updated after several seed mutations (threshold), we utilize the inference result

for mutation optimization.

4.2.3.2 Mutation with Dependency Inference

Once no more new codes are explored after the pre-defined threshold, we mutate

the seed based on the constraint-field dependency of the current execution path.

Assume a sample input’s message fields are [fc,manu, seqID, cmd, attrId, type, data]

and a covered basic block sequence is [B1, B2, B4, B6, B7]. In order to explore deeper

of the path, TaintBFuzz backtracks the block sequence to identify the last uncovered

block in the current path by examing the control flow graph and coverage feedback

(lines 12-14), e.g., B6 is the predecessor block of B7 that contains a condition check and

has an uncovered block B8. Then TaintBFuzz searches the corresponding constraint

of B6 in the dependency inference result. For example, we find the fields [fc and cmd]

that influence the constraint. TaintBFuzz sequentially mutates each field to generate

new inputs (lines 16-20), and executes the program with the new inputs (line 21). If

the block B8 has been accessed (lines 22-23) indicating the code coverage is increased,

then we return to regular coverage-guided fuzzing with the new input.
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A mutation on the dependent field may change the predecessor block sequence

of the previously uncovered block. For example, the predecessor block sequence of

B8 is B1 → B2 → B4 → B6. A new value of the inferred field cmd leads to a

new execution path that does not exercise B6 anymore. Then, TaintBFuzz first tries

other candidate values of the field cmd and checks if the previously predecessor block

sequence can be reaccessed (line 25). The worst case is that all candidate values

of the field never explore the uncovered branch. In that case, TaintBFuzz restores

the original value of this field and filters out this field from the inferred fields list

without further mutation. Furthermore, suppose mutations on all dependent fields of

a constraint fail to access the uncovered branch, i.e., the variable mutated is FALSE,

indicating the completed mutation on the fields (line 26). In that case, TaintBFuzz

then backtraces to the next uncovered block in the path to mutate with the inferred

fields until all blocks in the block sequence have been traversed (lines 27-29).

4.3 Implementation of TaintBFuzz

The purpose of TaintBFuzz is to assist Zigbee protocol vendors and IoT applica-

tion manufacturers in avoiding security risks during their development phase. Thus,

the Zigbee protocol message format and related IoT device configuration are assumed

to be aware and configured in the format script. As Fig 4.1 shows, the constraint

variables identifier, the constraint-field dependency inferrer, and the inference-guided

mutator are the three main components of TaintBFuzz. We illustrated the details

of each component as follows. And the source code of TaintBFuzz is avaliable at

https://github.com/zigbeeprotocol/TaintBFuzz.

The representative message constructor is implemented using the message gen-

erator of Boofuzz [14] with a pre-defined message format script that conforms to

protocol format definition [72]. The constraint variables identifier and taint analy-
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sis tool are developed based on Frama-C [73]. Frama-C is an open-source platform

dedicated to source-code analysis of C software and performs static analysis based

on an abstract syntax tree (AST). The constraint variable collector is performed

with a pre-processing file of the source code that is compiled with the IAR com-

piler to avoid compiler restriction. We modify Frame-C to analyze preprocessed code

with the vendor-specific syntaxes that are not initially supported (e.g., intrinsic,

nounwind, #Pragma rtmodel and so on) for AST analysis. We also implement a

script using Ocaml to analyze AST and collect the constraint variables used in IF,

LOOP, SWITCH, and CALL statements.

The constraint-field dependency inferrer implements Algorithm 2. According

to the generated RMs and taint analysis result, it maps message fields to several

message fields that could impact the condition decision. The inference-guided mutator

implements Algorithm 3. Suppose no more new edges are explored after several

mutations (a threshold). In that case, it evaluates each input seed along its execution

path and collects constraint variables helpful in exploring new branches. Then it

mutates the critical fields to generate new seeds to explore the deeper of the path.

We currently set up the threshold as 50 based on our experiment results.

Moreover, several message fields in Zigbee are enumerated types with pre-

defined values defined in the Zigbee protocol specification. The protocol checks if

such a field has a particular value that requires a specific handling process. Existing

protocol fuzzers mutate such a field by the following methods:

(1) randomly selecting values (e.g., selecting any value between [0, 255] if the field

is byte type),

(2) enumerating all possible values based on the field size,

(3) selecting values based on their fuzzing dictionary defined according to human

heuristics.
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Such mutation methods lead to ineffective fuzzing performance. To tackle this prob-

lem, we customize the fuzzing dictionary of those message fields by considering their

pre-defined values in the protocol specification along with several negative values to

reduce the searching space.

The coverage-guided fuzzing engine is developed based on Z-Fuzzer’s fuzzing

engine that considers the code coverage feedback. We integrate our inference-guided

mutator with its fuzzing engine. We utilize the embedded device simulator C-SPY [63]

of IAR Workbench to execute the Zigbee protocol stack. We also create a proxy

server to enable the connection between the fuzzing engine and the simulator, as the

simulator lacks a network interface for sending test messages. According to the static

analysis result, we noticed that some functions do not have any callers, which would

be used depending on the IoT application vendor’s device feature requirements. Thus,

we also add corresponding handlers in the source code to fuzz these corner cases.

4.4 Evaluation of TaintBFuzz

In this section, we evaluate TaintBFuzz through multiple experiments. The

experiments are designed to answer the following research questions:

• RQ1: Can TaintBFuzz achieve better fuzzing performance compared to state-

of-the-art protocol fuzzers?

• RQ2: How efficient is TaintBFuzz at detecting vulnerabilities compared to

state-of-the-art protocol fuzzers?

We illustrate the novelty and efficiency of TaintBFuzz in compariosn with three

basedline protocol fuzzers, Peach [15], Boofuzz [14], and Z-Fuzzer [71]. Boofuzz is

the successor of Sulley [44], an industry-standard protocol fuzzer more actively main-

tained than Sulley. Both Peach and Boofuzz are open source and have been used in

existing research papers [74, 75]. Boofuzz and Peach do not initially work with the
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Table 4.1: Fuzzing performance of all fuzzers on Z-stack in 10 runs.

Fuzzer
Unique

Test Cases
Stmt Coverage Edge Coverage

total % total %

TaintBFuzz 12,493 1111 68.88% 800 74.42%
Z-Fuzzer 61,386 971 63.18% 769 71.53%
Boofuzz 16,756 912 59.33% 680 63.26%
Peach 18,271 850 55.30% 628 58.42%

Zigbee protocol. Hence, we incorporated them with our proxy server and simulation

platform to send test inputs for Zigbee protocol execution.

All of our experiments were performed on a machine with eight cores (Intel R©

CoreTM i7-6700 CPU @ 3.40GHz) and 32 GB memory running the Windows 10 Pro

operating system and IAR Embedded Workbench for ARM 8.3. We use a widespread

Zigbee protocol implementation Z-Stack [61] as the target program, developed by

Texas Instruments with various sample project codebases, and its source code is

available. From the user’s point of view, the ZCL is a protocol that runs at the

application layer and serves as the core library for the Zigbee protocol stack. We

employ ZCL as a case study in our evaluation. We ran each fuzzer on Z-Stack over

24 hours. All experiments were repeated ten times. We also set the threshold for

inference-guided mutation as 50 when compared with other protocol fuzzers.

4.4.1 Fuzzing Performance

To answer RQ1, we performed a set of fuzzing experiments on each fuzzer to ex-

amine their generated test cases, statement coverage, and edge coverage. The fuzzers

produce test cases with the given message format script using the user-specific or pre-

defined fuzzing dictionary, for which the total number of test cases is finite. During

our evaluation, we noticed that existing research has incorrect percentage calculations
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on state-of-the-art fuzzers. Thus, we recalculate them and show in Table 4.1. We

report the total number of unique test cases generated by each fuzzer. The aver-

age statement coverage and average edge coverage of each fuzzer are also presented

in the table. The results show that TaintBFuzz is significantly more effective than

state-of-the-art protocol fuzzers.

4.4.1.1 Test Case Generation

We examine the uniqueness of the test cases produced by all fuzzers. TaintB-

Fuzz can achieve higher code coverage than other fuzzers with fewer test cases, espe-

cially with five times fewer test cases than Z-Fuzzer, due to the reduced input space of

several message fields with the customized fuzzing dictionary. In addition, to differ-

entiate between different fuzzers on test case creation, we classify test cases according

to the Zigbee protocol standard using the field Command Identification in the ZCL

header. TaintBFuzz generated 194 distinct types of test cases in total, of which only

34 of them can be generated by other fuzzers. More than half of these distinct types

are generated after mutating the dependent fields in the constraint-field dependency

inference.

We also measure how the constraint-field dependency inference impacts the test

case generation, i.e. when to consider the dependency inference to augment mutation

for generating more diversified test cases. We defined a threshold as the number of

mutation times since the last updated code coverage. If the coverage has not been

updated after the threshold, TaintBFuzz looks up the constraint-field dependency

inference to select an appropriate field for further mutations. The ideal threshold is set

to 1, i.e., the constraint-field dependency is considered for each mutation. However,

it could result in performance issues when the execution path is very long, which

costs much time for TaintBFuzz to search the critical fields for every mutation. In
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Table 4.2: Test cases generated by TaintBFuzz for different inference threshold.

Threshold=10 Threshold=25 Threshold=50

Favored Test Cases 50 49 52
Test Case Types 36 22 57

Type Difference 29 35 (base)

our evaluation, we compared three different threshold values 10, 25, 50 for and found

that it performs better when setting the threshold as 50.

Table 4.2 presents the comparison results. We present the number of the favored

test cases and the test cases types categorized based on the field Command Identifier.

The type difference show the unique types generated in the base set but not in the

other two sets. We can see there are more favored test cases generated when the

threshold is 50, which provides more candidates for TaintBFuzz to explore new paths

in the target program. We also categorized all generated test cases based on the

field Command Identifier. The result inidicates that there are more different test

cases types when threshold setting to 50, in which 29 are not generated by threshold

10 and 35 are not generated by threshold 25, while threshold 50 can generate all

types in other two sets. The diversity of generated test cases also provides the fuzzer

more probability to access more codes and paths in the target program. Therefore,

we also use threshold 50 for the TaintBFuzz’s mutation when comparing the fuzzing

performance with state-of-the-art fuzzers.

4.4.1.2 Code Coverage

We measure the code coverage on all fuzzers. Peach and Boofuzz cannot directly

work with Z-Stack execution, so we integrated them with our protocol simulation

platform via the proxy server. As shown in Table 4.1, TaintBFuzz can achieve higher

statement coverage and edge coverage with fewer test cases. As we reduced the
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Figure 4.2: Statement coverage and edge coverage achieved by fuzzers over 10 runs.

searching space of several message fields with pre-defined values in the Zigbee protocol

specification, TaintBFuzz can efficiently generate test seeds with dependency inference

to explore more paths in the target program. Our primary focus is on effectively

creating test cases that conform to the Zigbee protocol specification’s message format

and exploring more normal execution paths. As a result, we cannot fully cover the

exception-handling code in the protocol implementation.

Fig 4.2 presents the variation of code coverage of fuzzing in all fuzzers. The X-

axis represents the median number of test cases. The Y-axis represents the percentage

of statement coverage and edge coverage on average. For better result presentation,

we plot the coverage trend of the first 6000 test cases generation to show in Fig 4.2.

The zoomed-in graph in the lower left corner display more details about how the

code coverage varies in the first 100 test cases. It shows that Boofuzz, Z-Fuzzer and

TaintBFuzz quickly proliferated at an early phase. Minor changes in the header can

significantly impact the code and path that is performed since the Zigbee protocol

first validates a ZCL header before processing any other fields of the message. Peach

slowly increased its code coverage because it randomly fuzzed a message field. The
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other three fuzzers started mutation from the first message field resulting in the rapid

code coverage increment in the early phase.

Notably, the coverage increment of TaintBFuzz is the fastest due to the guidance

from the constraint-field dependency inference. Boofuzz mutated a single field at a

time based on their placement order in the format script, in which the field is reset

to the initial value after mutation completes. Therefore, it can enumerate a limited

number of ZCL header types. Though Z-Fuzzer leverages code coverage to prioritize

the favored test cases for further mutation, it is hard to consider all possible header

values by only considering the coverage feedback. For example, a test case whose

Command Identifier is 0x05 triggers a new edge and is saved as a favored test case

for further mutation. In contrast, the field Frame Control is reset to the initial value

0x00. Z-Fuzzer continues fuzzing succeeding fields of Command Identifier, which does

not explore any new codes. However, a path constraint requires a particular value of

Frame Control to trigger another branch. With the guidance from the constraint-field

dependency inference, TaintBFuzz efficiently generates such a test case to explore the

uncovered branch.

Summary. TaintBFuzz’s constraint-field dependency inference allows it to at-

tain a greater code coverage rate than Peach, Boofuzz, and Z-Fuzzer. We observed

that many ZCL functions handle the message payload value for the higher-level ap-

plication object. To run more in-depth code in those functions, they could need a

test case to meet specific branch conditions. The values of specific message fields,

which may meet such a dependence condition, are neglected throughout the fuzzing

process by Peach, Boofuzz, and Z-Fuzzer. TaintBFuzz, on the other hand, can de-

duce such a correlation from the constraint-field dependency inference. The inferred

message fields have higher priority for the further mutation to generate test cases,

which satisfy those specific requirements and covering more codes and edges.
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Table 4.3: Unique vulnerabilities detected all fuzzers over ten fuzzing.

Vulnerability Peach Boofuzz Z-Fuzzer TaintBFuzz

CVE-2020-27890 7 7 96 103
CVE-2020-27891 1 57 71 17
CVE-2020-27892 4 10 47 10
zclParseInReportCmd 7 7 2 3
zclParseInReadRspCmd 7 7 3 2
zclProcessInWriteCmd 2 7 5 2
zcl SendReadReportCfgCmd 7 7 7 2
zcl SendCommand 7 7 7 2

Total 7 67 224 141

4.4.2 Vulnerability Detection

We measure the number of unique vulnerabilities discovered by all fuzzers to

answer RQ2. On each fuzzer, we performed the experiments ten times and presented

the result in Table 4.3. We present the total amount of test cases triggering the

vulnerability on average. The vulnerabilities are distinguished by comparing the call

stack and performing manual analysis.

As shown in Table 4.3, TaintBFuzz can detect the known vulnerabilities and two

new crashes. We cross-checked the vulnerabilities detected by all fuzzers. Though Z-

Fuzzer has generated more test cases for discovering CVE-2020-27891 and CVE-2020-

27892 than TaintBFuzz, only 11% of them can be manually reproduced. Instead, most

test cases generated by TaintBFuzz for the detected vulnerabilities are reproducible.

For CVE-2020-27892, TaintBFuzz has fewer test cases than Z-Fuzzer because we

reduced the input space of several message fields in the ZCL payload by customizing

the fuzzing dictionary with pre-defined values in the protocol specification. Z-Fuzzer

regards these fields as a regular byte or word variable and mutates it with a more

extensive fuzzing dictionary, in which many test cases instead have no impact on path

exploration and bug detection.
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Table 4.4: Dependent constraints and fields for each vulnerability.

Vulnerability Constraints & Fields

CVE-2020-27890 cmdID == 0x05
CVE-2020-27891 fc == 0x08 ∧ cmdID == 0x09
CVE-2020-27892 cmdID ∈ [0x12, 0x14]
zclParseInReportCmd cmdID == 0x0A ∧ (attrID ∈ [0x7fff, 0x7ff7])
zclParseInReadRspCmd cmdID == 0x01 ∧ attrID == 0x7ff9
zclProcessInWriteCmd cmdID == 0x02
zcl SendReadReportCfgCmd cmdID == 0x08
zcl SendCommand cmdID == 0x08 ∧ (hdr.fc.type == 0x00)

Moreover, TaintBFuzz has detected two new crashes in functions zcl SendRe-

adReportCfgCmd and zcl SendCommand, which are corner cases that have not been

tested before in previous research. The root cause is the long list of attribute identi-

fiers whose value is random. In practice, an IoT device may have a few defined features

(e.g., less than 20), each having a unique attribute identifier to perform the device

functionalities. The protocol vendor usually customized their memory management

functions rather than using functions from the standard C library, e.g., Z-Stack use

zcl mem alloc() instead of malloc() from libc, due to the limited hardware resources

on IoT devices. When the attribute list is too long, the protocol stack requires more

memory space to process them, which results in memory corruption when allocating

space using the above self-implemented memory function. We have also reported

these two new crashes to the protocol vendor, which are under review when writing

this paper.

We also evaluate how the constraint-field dependency inference assists TaintB-

Fuzz in detecting the vulnerabilities. The constraints and corresponding message

fields are shown in Table 4.4, in which fc represents the field Frame Control, cmdID

represents the field Command Identifier, attrID represents the field Attribute Identi-

fier as shown in Fig 2.2a in Chapter 2. All vulnerabilities are triggered by messages
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with random payload values, which also satisfy the listed constraints. We noticed

that all detected vulnerabilities are influenced by the message field Command Identi-

fier, which is reasonable since the Zigbee protocol takes different message parsers and

processors based on the Command Identifier. Moreover, for the two newly discov-

ered bugs, mainly the vulnerable function zcl SendCommand, there is a constraint to

validate the device operation based on the ZCL message type, which returns failure

if not satisfied. TaintBFuzz can generate proper test cases satisfying the constraint

with the constraint-field dependency inference, which guides the fuzzer to mutate the

field Frame Control.

Summary. TaintBFuzz can efficiently discover vulnerabilities compared to

state-of-the-art protocol fuzzers for known vulnerabilities and new crashes in Z-Stack.

We notice that most vulnerabilities are caused by the memory allocation function de-

veloped by the Zigbee protocol vendors, which takes the place of the C library’s

standard functions. It is difficult for resource-efficient IoT devices to support all C

standard APIs because of the hardware and computing power limitation. Such cus-

tomized system APIs from protocol vendors may bring more potential security risks

during the IoT application development, which the developers may not be aware of

before releasing their applications. The mitigation of potential security risks now

depends on whether the vendors are active or not for the reported issues [69]. This

situation is what inspired us to propose this approach to help IoT application devel-

opers identify possible security issues in advance during the development phase.

4.5 Conclusion

This chapter presents TaintBFuzz, an intelligent Zigbee protocol fuzzing with

constraint-field dependency inference. It first identifies the path constraint variables

and generates representative messages based on the Zigbee protocol format specifi-
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cation. Then it leverages static taint analysis to infer which critical message field

impacts the constraint variables. Finally, with the constraint-field dependency infer-

ence, TaintBFuzz precisely mutates the critical field of constraint variables to explore

the uncovered statements. In terms of code coverage, TaintBFuzz outperforms sev-

eral state-of-the-art protocol fuzzers on a mainstream Zigbee protocol implementation

called Z-Stack developed by Texas Instruments. Particularly, TaintBFuzz can identi-

fied eight unique vulnerabilities in Z-Stack, two of them are previously unknown.
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Chapter 5

Fuzzing Zigbee Protocol Implementation with Combinatorial Testing

5.1 Overview

In practical scenarios, exploiting vulnerabilities in the Zigbee protocol typically

necessitates following a specific execution path that involves multiple path constraints.

These path constraints are often influenced by combinations of values assigned to

various message fields. Fuzz testing [12], also known as fuzzing, is a widely used

and effective technique for detecting security vulnerabilities. It involves running the

target program with random inputs to identify potential weaknesses. Regrettably,

existing fuzzing approaches have shown limited attention to the importance of these

input parameter combinations.

Conventional protocol fuzzers [14, 15, 44, 74] generally focus on sequentially or

randomly mutating individual message fields. Consequently, they may overlook crit-

ical combination values that have a high likelihood of triggering execution failures.

Coverage-guided fuzzing approaches [16,21] only leverage code coverage heuristics to

prioritize test cases that exercise new program paths, without taking inter-parameter

dependency and program structure into consideration for mutation. Taint-based

fuzzing approaches like TaintBFuzz [70] utilize taint analysis to deduce the rela-

tionship between input bytes and path constraints, then decide how to mutate those

bytes. Although this inference aids in exploring uncharted execution paths, it is un-

likely to effectively provoke failures caused by specific combinations of message field

values.
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The use of Combinatorial Testing (CT) as a prevalent method for testing

parameter interactions that influence software behavior has been widely acknowl-

edged [55, 56]. The fundamental concept behind CT is that, for any given set of t

parameters in a target program, it is possible to cover every combination of values

for these t parameters at least once [55]. The objective is to achieve a favorable

balance between the size of the test input space and the efficacy of failure detection.

However, when the number of input parameters is substantial, the combinatorial ex-

plosion problem can arise, posing a challenge [60]. Consequently, a more intelligent

approach is required to generate combination values for significant input parameters,

as opposed to exhaustively enumerating all possible combinations.

In this chapter, we introduce CT-BFuzz, a fuzzing platform specifically designed

for the Zigbee protocol implementation. CT-BFuzz utilizes combinatorial testing to

efficiently generate test cases that cover important combinations of message field val-

ues. The main challenge lies in identifying the significant message fields and their

corresponding values for combinatorial testing. To address this, we employ static

taint analysis to identify message fields that can impact branch conditions. Addi-

tionally, we leverage coverage-guided fuzzing to filter out less critical fields, focusing

on those that have a higher chance of exploring unvisited branches. We also consider

dependent fields defined in the message script, based on the Zigbee protocol spec-

ification used for generating the initial valid test corpus. The test seeds generated

through combinatorial testing are then prioritized for further mutation.

Furthermore, the fuzzing engine of CT-BFuzz is based on Z-Fuzzer. It generates

initial test cases with a given message format script from scratch and employs code

coverage heuristics to prioritize test cases that exercise unexplored program paths.

By integrating combinatorial testing and coverage-guided fuzzing, CT-BFuzzaims to

effectively detect vulnerabilities in Zigbee protocol implementations.
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Figure 5.1: Overall design of CT-BFuzz.

We implemented a prototype of CT-BFuzz and evaluated its effectiveness in se-

curity vulnerability detection and fuzzing performance on Z-Stack [61]. We compare

CT-BFuzz with five state-of-the-art protocol fuzzing tools, Peach [15], Boofuzz [14],

Boofuzz with CT mode, Z-Fuzzer [71] and TaintBFuzz [70]. Peach and Boofuzz are

conventional protocol fuzzers that have been widely used in existing research articals.

The latest version Boofuzz also implements a plugin of combinatorial testing. The

experiment results show that CT-BFuzz outperforms other protocol fuzzers. Espe-

cially, CT-BFuzz can detect vulnerabilities faster than other fuzzers with fewer test

cases.

5.2 Design of CT-BFuzz

The overall design of CT-BFuzz is illustrated in Figure 5.1, comprising four

major components. Initially, path variable identification and control field identifica-

tion are conducted on the Zigbee protocol stack, prior to the fuzzing process. These

components are responsible for identifying critical message fields that are essential

for combinatorial testing, as they influence the execution of the target program along

specific paths. When the fuzzer reaches a point where no new execution paths are

being explored over a certain period of time, CT-BFuzz employs CT generation to
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create new test seeds. These seeds contain critical message fields that possess a high

probability of uncovering new paths. Simultaneously, fuzzing assists CT in identify-

ing critical fields and their representative values for dynamically constructing the CT

test model. The CT test set is subsequently prioritized for execution, with a focus on

maximizing code coverage. Only test cases that have traversed previously unexplored

program branches are added to the message queue for further mutation. To provide a

more comprehensive understanding of CT-BFuzz’s design, we utilize the ZCL (Zigbee

Cluster Library) as a case study in the subsequent sub-sections, where we delve into

the specific details.

5.2.1 Path Variable Identification

The initial challenge that CT-BFuzz tackles involves identifying the important

message fields to be used in combinatorial testing. Not all message fields have an

impact on program execution. In practical scenarios, triggering a failure in the ex-

ecution of the Zigbee protocol necessitates a test message that satisfies a specific

execution path, comprising multiple path constraints. These constraints are typically

influenced by the values assigned to specific message fields, either individually or in

combination. For the purpose of this discussion, we refer to these fields as control

fields. Selecting appropriate values for these control fields becomes critical in order

to successfully trigger an execution failure.

To construct the list of VarInfo, CT-BFuzz initially collects the program vari-

ables used in all path constraints based on code analysis of the target program. A

path constraint typically consists of one or more program variables, referred to as

path variables. These variables can be explicitly or implicitly contained within a path

constraint. Explicit variables are directly presented in regular conditional statements

such as IF, LOOP, and SWITCH. On the other hand, implicit variables appear in
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function signatures, where the result of the function call is utilized in a branch condi-

tion. For example, in the following statement sequence: result = FunctionCall(a, b,

c); ......; if (result == SUCCESS) ...... , variables a, b, and c are implicit variables

associated with the IF constraint. During the identification process, CT-BFuzz con-

siders both explicit and implicit variables, ensuring their inclusion in the construction

of the VarInfo list.

5.2.2 Control Field Identification

Once the path variables have been collected, CT-BFuzz proceeds to identify

the control fields, i.e., the message fields that influence specific path variables. While

existing approaches often rely on dynamic taint analysis (DTA) to pinpoint critical

bytes within the test input, direct application of these approaches to Zigbee protocol

implementations poses challenges. This is due to the utilization of general compil-

ers like LLVM and Clang, which do not adhere to vendor-specific requirements, as

depicted in Figure 1.1. To overcome this limitation, CT-BFuzz employs static taint

analysis using a vendor-specific compiler to accurately locate the control fields. By

leveraging the capabilities of the specific compiler mandated by the Zigbee proto-

col implementation, CT-BFuzz is able to perform effective static taint analysis and

successfully identify the relevant control fields.

To identify the relationship between the input values and program variables,

CT-BFuzz follows a series of steps. Firstly, a set of ZCL messages is generated as

taint sources, using a provided message format script (refer to Figure 2.2b). Instead

of generating messages with all possible values, representative messages are created

to cover each type of ZCL message. Next, each field in these messages is tainted, and

taint analysis is performed. This analysis helps determine the relationship between

the input values and program variables. By analyzing the taint propagation, CT-
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BFuzz can establish how changes in the input values affect the values of program

variables. Based on the collected information in the VarInfo data structure, a list

of control fields is constructed, along with their corresponding impact on specific

path constraints. For example, in Table FieldInfo illustrated in Figure 5.1, it is

evident that message fields A and D influence the execution of branch 1. These

steps enable CT-BFuzz to effectively identify the control fields and their relationships

with specific path constraints, facilitating further analysis and testing of the Zigbee

protocol implementation.

5.2.3 Fuzzing with Combinatorial Testing

A critical challenge in combinatorial testing lies in the selection of appropriate

control fields and their representative values. This selection is crucial for generating

new test seeds that effectively cover the desired combinations. However, when the

number of fields and their potential values is large, combinatorial testing encounters

the problem of combinatorial explosion. For instance, in the case of ZCL message

format, which encompasses 30 different fields with variable lengths, considering just

two possible values for each field would result in an exhaustive combination of 230

test cases. This vast number of test cases often leads to redundancy, as many of them

exhibit similar behavior.

To address this challenge, CT-BFuzz implements an adaptive strategy that dy-

namically generates CT test models for new test seed generation. This strategy takes

into account the list of identified control fields and the execution results. By em-

ploying this adaptive approach, CT-BFuzz can intelligently generate test seeds with

appropriate combinations of control field values. Furthermore, the CT test set col-

laborates with the fuzzing process to generate new test cases that explore untouched

execution paths. This synergy between combinatorial testing and fuzzing enhances
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Algorithm 4: Fuzzing with Combinatorial Testing

Input : Message format script: S, Timeout: timeout,
Mutation threshold: threshold, Program under test: P

Output: Detected crash: crash

1 execPath← ∅
2 cov ← 0
3 crash← ∅
4 queue← MessageGeneration(S)
5 fieldInfo← ControlFieldIdentification(S,P)

6 while not timeout do
7 message← Select(queue)
8 mutated← Mutate(message)
9 cov, execPath, crash← ExecCheckCoverage(mutated,P)

10 if noCovUpdate (cov, threshold) then
11 script← GenerateScript(fieldInfo,mutated, execPath)
12 seeds← CTGeneration(script)
13 seeds← PostCheck(seeds)
14 cov, crash← Execution(seeds,P)
15 if seeds′ ← newCoverage(cov, seeds) then
16 queue← queue ∪ seeds′

17 end

18 end
19 else if isInteresting(cov) then
20 queue← queue ∪mutated
21 end

22 end
23 return crash

the overall effectiveness of test case generation and aids in exercising unexplored

program behaviors.

Algorithm 4 outlines the process of testing Zigbee protocol implementation by

leveraging both coverage-guided fuzzing and combinatorial testing. Coverage-guided

fuzzing is employed initially to cover easily reachable branches (lines 6-9 and 19-21).

If the fuzzing engine fails to explore any new execution paths within a predefined

threshold of mutation attempts (lines 10-18), the algorithm switches to combinatorial
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testing. During combinatorial testing, the coverage-guided fuzzing component assists

in selecting suitable message fields and their representative values for constructing a

test model. This involves identifying a message field and its corresponding value from

a favored test case that triggers new code coverage.

Combinatorial testing aids the coverage-guided fuzzing component in covering

combinations of important message fields that are challenging to achieve through

random mutation. The generated combinatorial testing (CT) test seeds are prioritized

for execution based on their code coverage. It is important to note that not every

CT test case requires mutation, as some may exhibit similar execution behaviors.

Only test cases that cover new program branches are added to the message queue for

further mutation (lines 15-17). This selective approach optimizes the use of resources

by focusing on test cases that yield new program coverage.

5.2.3.1 Combinatorial Test Generation

The process of creating CT test models for each category of the ZCL message

format can be time-consuming and labor-intensive. To address this challenge, CT-

BFuzz leverages coverage-guided fuzzing to dynamically generate test models based

on the current favored test case, execution path, and the identified control fields.

By analyzing the favored test case, CT-BFuzz identifies the control fields associated

with the current execution path covered by the test case. These control fields are

then selected for combinatorial testing, as they play a crucial role in influencing the

program’s behavior. Furthermore, there are inter-field dependencies within the ZCL

message format, which can impact the execution path. The Zigbee protocol specifica-

tion already defines several field dependencies for each message format category [48],

and these dependencies have been incorporated into the message format script used
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Figure 5.2: An example of message fields used for combinatorial testing.

by CT-BFuzz. Consequently, CT-BFuzz includes the dependent fields of the current

favored test case as critical fields for combinatorial testing as well.

Figure 5.2 illustrates an example of how CT-BFuzz selects message fields for

combinatorial testing based on the current fuzzing result. Let’s consider a scenario

where the fuzzer is currently fuzzing the message field AttrValue of the current fa-

vored test case, but has not discovered any new execution paths after a certain period

of time. The favored test case exercises a specific execution path A→C→E→G→X,

where each character represents a basic block and X denotes the exit block.

To explore deeper along this execution path, CT-BFuzz performs the following

steps: (1) Identifying the last uncovered block: CT-BFuzz analyzes the control flow

graph and coverage report to determine the last covered block (excluding the exit

block X ) that contains an uncovered branch. In the example, Block G is the last

covered block, and it has an uncovered branch leading to Block F. (2) Searching for

control fields: CT-BFuzz searches for the control fields of the predecessor block E

of Block F in the list of control fields. In this case, the message field AttrType is
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identified as a control field. (3) Continuing the search: CT-BFuzz continues searching

for the control fields of the successor blocks of Block F until it reaches the exit block

X (e.g., Block J in the example). This process helps to collect a list of control fields

of potential paths rather than an individual uncovered basic blocks.

In addition to the above steps, CT-BFuzz examines the message field format of

the current favored test case. If there are any dependent fields whose current values

must be retained, such fields are also included in the combinatorial test generation.

For instance, in the example, the message field CmdID is a dependent field specified

in ZCL specification that decides the ZCL payload. Therefore it is also regarded as

control field and included in the generation of combinatorial tests.

For each identified message fields, CT-BFuzz will use one of the following strate-

gies to determine its value domains, i.e., the set of possible values that can take:

• Specification: using values described in the Zigbee protocol specification.

Specifically, if a message field is associated with an enum type, the corresponding

values specified in message format script are directly used as its value domain.

• Dependent: using specified values according to current favored test case and

the execution path. This value domain could be either defined in protocol

specification (e.g., a single value or small sub-set of enumeration values), or

selected during the mutation process to generate current favored test cases.

• Random: generating four different values at random as the value domain. This

strategy will be used for message field like AttrValue in Figure 5.2 whose type

is usually string type.

• No Values: using a small range of numbers based on the defined length. This

strategy will be used if no concret values are specified in the protocol specifica-

tion. For example, AttrID is defined with word type. Rather than enumerating

216 values of this field, a small set of values including current value of the fa-
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vored test case, the first 10 numbers and several boundary numbers, are used

as its value domain.

Once the control fields and their value domains are identified, CT-BFuzz applies t-

way combinatorial testing to these fields. The goal is to generate combinations of

values for the control fields, as combinations of these fields are more critical than

non-control fields in triggering specific program behaviors. In the example shown in

Figure 5.2, the message fields AttrType, AttrID, and CmdID are selected for 2-way

combinatorial test generation. To construct complete test seeds, CT-BFuzz adds the

representative values of the non-control fields to the combinatorial test set. These

values ensure that the generated test cases cover the complete message format. The

order of the message fields is adjusted based on the message format script to maintain

consistency and accurately reflect the structure of the message.

5.2.3.2 Post-Generation Check

The limitation of combinatorial testing (CT) in dynamically generating message

fields based on dependent fields is a significant challenge. Currently, most CT appli-

cations only support simple arithmetic-related constraints. Once the message fields

are defined in the testing script from scratch for CT, all of them are used to generate

the test set. To overcome this limitation, CT-BFuzz incorporates a post-generation

check process to ensure the validity of the generated test set. After the combinatorial

test set is generated, CT-BFuzz performs a post-generation check on each test case

to reconstruct valid ZCL messages based on the given message format script. This

check takes into account the dependencies between message fields and dynamically

includes/excludes fields as required.

For example, in Figure 2.2a, the message field Manufacturer Code is only in-

cluded in a ZCL message if a particular bit of the message field Frame Control is
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set to 1 [48]. Otherwise, it should be omitted. The post-generation check identifies

such dependencies and ensures that the generated test cases conform to the message

format definition. By performing this post-generation check, CT-BFuzz guarantees

that the test set consists of valid ZCL messages that adhere to the message format

specifications. This ensures the accuracy and reliability of the generated test cases

for further testing and evaluation.

5.3 Implementation of CT-BFuzz

In this section, we discuss some major decisions in the implementation of CT-

BFuzz, including static taint analysis using Frama-C [76], CT test generation using

ACTS [77] and fuzzing engine using Z-Fuzzer [71]. The source code of CT-BFuzz is

avaliable at https://github.com/zigbeeprotocol/ctbfuzz.

We use Frama-C, an open-source platform designed for source-code analysis of

C software to analyze the source code of target Zigbee protocol stack. To identify the

path variables, we first preprocess the protocol stack’s source code using IAR compiler,

which is a commercial compiler of IAR Embedded Workbench [62] and used by many

Zigbee protocol vendors. We also customize Frama-C by implementing a new plugin

script using Ocaml for AST analysis and path variable collection. Particularly, the

new plugin script can handle IAR-specific and architecture-specific syntax that are

not recoginzed by existing analysis tools.

Frama-C is also used for static taint analysis to distinguish the control fields.

We first generate a set of ZCL messages in which each message represents a unique

type of ZCL messages using the given message format script. The script is manually

constructed with block-based protocol representation used by many protocol fuzzers

like Boofuzz [14]. Then every message field of generated test messages is labled as

a taint source for static taint analysis. Based on the path variable result and taint
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analysis result, we finally identify the control fields that could influence the program

execution.

We utilize ACTS (Automated Combinatorial Testing for Software) [77], a pop-

ular testing tool to generate t-way combinatorial test sets. ACTS offers efficient algo-

rithms and techniques to handle the combinatorial explosion problem. By leveraging

ACTS, CT-BFuzz can intelligently select appropriate control fields and their repre-

sentative values for combinatorial testing, ensuring coverage of important field combi-

nations. When generating the combinatorial test sets, the default strength of control

fields is set to 2 that has been applied by many existing CT applications [55,56,59].

The fuzzing engine is implemented based on Z-Fuzzer’s fuzzing engine that lever-

ages grammar-based fuzzing with code coverage heuristics to generate high-quality

test cases. It is also a device-agnostic fuzzing platform that satisfies underlying hard-

ware requirements from most Zigbee protocol vendors to simulate the protocol stack

execution by using IAR simulator [62]. We modify its fuzzing process to launch com-

binatorial testing when the fuzzer cannot explore any new execution path after a

period of time. Here we define a threshold of 50 mutation times to represent this

timeout.

5.4 Evaluation of CT-BFuzz

In this section, we evaluate CT-BFuzz through multiple experiments. The ex-

periments are designed to answer the following research questions:

• RQ1: Can CT-BFuzz achieve better fuzzing performance compared to state-

of-the-art protocol fuzzers?

• RQ2: How efficient is CT-BFuzz at detecting vulnerabilities compared to state-

of-the-art protocol fuzzers?
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We illustrate the efficiency of CT-BFuzz in compariosn with five basedline pro-

tocol fuzzers, Peach [15], Boofuzz [14], Boofuzz with CT mode, Z-Fuzzer [71] and

TaintBFuzz [70]. Boofuzz is the successor of Sulley [44], an industry-standard proto-

col fuzzer more actively maintained than Sulley. The latest version of Boofuzz also

implements a plugin of combinatorial testing [78]. According existing CT applica-

tions [55, 56, 59], we set the default strength of CT in Boofuzz and CT-BFuzz to 2.

Boofuzz and Peach do not initially work with the Zigbee protocol. Hence, we incor-

porated them with our proxy server and simulation platform to send test inputs for

Zigbee protocol execution.

All of our experiments were performed on a machine with eight cores (Intel R©

CoreTM i7-6700 CPU @ 3.40GHz) and 32 GB memory running the Windows 10 Pro

operating system and IAR Embedded Workbench for ARM 8.3. We use a widespread

Zigbee protocol implementation Z-Stack [61] as the target program, developed by

Texas Instruments with various sample project codebases, and its source code is

available. From the user’s point of view, the ZCL is a protocol that runs at the

application layer and serves as the core library for the Zigbee protocol stack. We

employ ZCL as a case study in our evaluation. We ran each fuzzer on Z-Stack over

24 hours. All experiments were repeated ten times. We also set a threshold as 50 of

mutation times to represent the period of time for calling CT when the fuzzer cannot

explore any new execution path.

5.4.1 Fuzzing Performance

To answer RQ1, we performed a set of fuzzing experiments on each fuzzer

to examine their generated test cases, statement coverage, and edge coverage. The

fuzzers produce test cases with the same message format script constructed based on

ZCL specification. Table 5.1 provides the results of the fuzzing experiments comparing
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Table 5.1: Fuzzing performance of all fuzzers on Z-stack in 10 runs.

Fuzzer Unique Test Cases
Statement Coverage Edge Coverage

total % total %

CT-BFuzz 10,584 1147 71.13% 816 75.91%
TaintBFuzz 12,493 1111 68.88% 800 74.42%
Z-Fuzzer 61,386 971 63.18% 769 71.53%
Boofuzz-CT 111 761 49.51% 511 47.53%
Boofuzz 16,756 912 59.33% 680 63.26%
Peach 18,271 850 55.30% 628 58.42%

CT-BFuzz with other state-of-the-art protocol fuzzers. It is observed that CT-BFuzz

outperforms the other state-of-the-art protocol fuzzers in terms of effectiveness.

Test Case Generation. We examine the uniqueness of the test cases produced

by all fuzzers. CT-BFuzz can achieve higher code coverage than other fuzzers with

fewer test cases, especially with five times fewer test cases than Z-Fuzzer. With com-

binatorial testing, it efficiently generates test cases to covering important combination

values of message fields rather than enumerating all possible comibinations.

In addition, to differentiate between different fuzzers on test case creation, we

classify test cases according to the Zigbee protocol standard using the field Command

Identification in the ZCL header. CT-BFuzz generated 13 new types of test cases

that are not covered by other fuzzers. Particularly, half of the new types are new

combinations of the message fields Attribute Identifier and Attribute Type, which

exercises new execution paths.

The superior performance of CT-BFuzz can be attributed to the combination

of combinatorial testing and fuzzing techniques. By leveraging combinatorial testing,

CT-BFuzz intelligently selects critical message fields and their representative values,

allowing for effective exploration of the input space. The integration of coverage-
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Figure 5.3: Statement coverage and edge coverage achieved by fuzzers over 10 runs.

guided fuzzing further enhances the test case generation process by prioritizing inputs

that are likely to uncover new execution paths.

Code Coverage. We measure the code coverage on all fuzzers. Peach and

Boofuzz cannot directly work with Z-Stack execution, so we integrated them with

our protocol simulation platform via the proxy server. The code coverage results

in Table 5.1 indicate that CT-BFuzz achieves higher statement coverage and edge

coverage compared to the other fuzzers, even with fewer test cases.

Figure 5.3 provides a visual representation of the code coverage trends for each

fuzzer. The X-axis represents the median number of test cases generated, while the

Y-axis represents the percentage of statement coverage and edge coverage on average.

For better result presentation, we plot the coverage trend of the first 6000 test cases

generation to show in Fig 5.3. The zoomed-in graph in the lower left corner display

more details about how the code coverage varies in the first 100 test cases. It shows

that Boofuzz, Z-Fuzzer TaintBFuzz and CT-BFuzz quickly proliferated at an early

phase. Minor changes in ZCL header can significantly impact the execution path that

is performed since the Zigbee protocol first validates a ZCL header before processing
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any other fields of the message. Peach slowly increased its code coverage because it

randomly fuzzed a message field, . The other four fuzzers started mutation from the

first message field resulting in the rapid code coverage increment in the early phase.

Peach focuses on generating test cases that conform to the message format def-

inition specified in the protocol specification. However, its random mutation strategy

and lack of consideration for program execution heuristics result in lower code cover-

age compared to CT-BFuzz. Similarly, Boofuzz, in its original version, also exhibits

lower code coverage due to its sequential mutation of a single message field. Moreover,

in theory, the CT mode in Boofuzz should provide better code coverage by incorpo-

rating combinatorial testing. However, the CT mode of Boofuzz has limitations in

considering inter-field dependencies defined in the message format script. As a result,

it generates duplicate and invalid test cases that are rejected by the protocol stack

at an earlier execution stage. We have report this issue to Boofuzz’s developers for

review.

While Z-Fuzzer prioritizes test cases that explore new execution paths, it lacks

consideration for the target program structure. This may result in a less system-

atic exploration of the execution paths and potentially limit its code coverage. On

the other hand, TaintBFuzz utilizes taint analysis to infer the relationship between

message fields and path constraints, allowing it to guide fuzzing towards unexplored

execution paths. However, similar to Z-Fuzzer, it focuses on mutating a single mes-

sage field at a time and may not fully explore the combinations of multiple message

fields.

In contrast, CT-BFuzz places a strong emphasis on the combinations of control

fields through combinatorial testing. By considering the interdependencies of message

fields and applying combinatorial testing techniques, CT-BFuzz generates diversified

test cases that can explore a greater number of unexplored execution paths. This
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Table 5.2: Number of messages generated by all fuzzers for triggering vulnerabilities.

Vulnerability Peach Boofuzz Boofuzz-CT Z-Fuzzer TaintBFuzz CT-BFuzz

CVE-2020-27890 7 7 7 96 103 97
CVE-2020-27891 1 57 7 71 17 33
CVE-2020-27892 4 10 1 47 10 21
zclParseInReportCmd 7 7 7 2 3 6
zclParseInReadRspCmd 7 7 7 3 2 3
zclProcessInWriteCmd 2 7 7 5 2 2
zcl SendReadReportCfgCmd 7 7 7 7 2 5
zcl SendCommand 7 7 7 7 2 4

Total 7 67 1 224 141 171

approach leads to higher code coverage even with fewer test cases compared to Z-

Fuzzer and TaintBFuzz.

5.4.2 Vulnerability Detection

We measure the number of unique vulnerabilities discovered and time consump-

tion by all fuzzers to answer RQ2. On each fuzzer, we performed the experiments

ten times and presented the result in Table 5.2. We present the total amount of test

cases triggering the vulnerability on average. The vulnerabilities are distinguished by

comparing the call stack and performing manual analysis.

Detected Vulnerability. As shown in Table 5.2, CT-BFuzz has shown effec-

tiveness in detecting existing vulnerabilities with a higher number of test cases com-

pared to other fuzzers. We cross-checked the vulnerabilities detected by all fuzzers.

Though Z-Fuzzer has generated more test cases for discovering CVE-2020-27891 and

CVE-2020-27892 than CT-BFuzz, only 11% of them can be manually reproduced,

indicating a higher false positive rate. On the other hand, a significant portion of the

test cases generated by CT-BFuzz for the detected vulnerabilities are reproducible,

demonstrating the reliability of the generated test cases. In the case of CVE-2020-

27892, CT-BFuzz generated fewer test cases compared to Z-Fuzzer because it focuses

on generating combinations of important message fields, while Z-Fuzzer uses a more
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Table 5.3: Time consumption (mins) of triggering vulnerabilities by all fuzzers.

Vulnerability Peach Boofuzz Boofuzz-CT Z-Fuzzer TaintBFuzz CT-BFuzz

CVE-2020-27890 - - - 102 93 85
CVE-2020-27891 69 259 - 713 91 100
CVE-2020-27892 74 352 2 1044 309 300
zclParseInReportCmd - - - 141 127 98
zclParseInReadRspCmd - - - 259 274 169
zclProcessInWriteCmd 673 - - 64 78 81
zcl SendReadReportCfgCmd - - - - 235 120
zcl SendCommand - - - - 234 123

extensive fuzzing dictionary to mutate the fields, resulting in many irrelevant test

cases that do not contribute to path exploration and bug detection. We also observe

that CT-BFuzz exhibits the capability to generate a wider variety of test cases than

other protocol fuzzers, particularly when categorizing them based on the message

fields Command Identifier. For example, for the vulnerability in function zclPar-

seInReportCmd, CT-BFuzz generate two unique combinations of the message fields

Attribute Identifier and Attribute Data Type that are not generated by Z-Fuzzer and

TaintBFuzz.

Time Consumption. Additionally, we evaluate the time consumption of all

fuzzers for triggering each vulnerability. The result is presented in Table 5.3. We

report the minium spending time of every fuzzer for detecting the vulnerabilities over

ten fuzzing runs. As the execution engine needs to be restarted for each test case

to generate the coverage report, this execution time is also included in the spending

time.

Peach and Boofuzz-CT outperform other fuzzers in terms of time consumption

for CVE-2020-27892, which can be triggered when the field Command Identifier field

is set to 0x12 or 0x14. Specifically, Boofuzz-CT detects this vulnerability in just 2

minutes. This exceptional performance is attributed to the specific mutation strat-

egy employed by Boofuzz-CT, where it retains the Frame Control field and mutates
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only the Command Identifier field when the CT strength is set to 2. This strategy

targets the specific conditions required to trigger the vulnerability and leads to faster

detection.

Apart from CVE-2020-27892, CT-BFuzz demonstrates superior efficiency in

detecting most vulnerabilities compared to other protocol fuzzers. Instead of mutating

every CT test case, CT-BFuzz executes all CT test cases together and evaluates their

code coverage. Only the test cases that cover new program branches are selected for

further mutation and insertion into the message queue. This approach saves time by

focusing on generating new and impactful test cases. Differently, Boofuzz, Z-Fuzzer,

and TaintBFuzz evaluate every test case individually in terms of code coverage and

decide how to mutate them. This process can be more time-consuming compared

to CT-BFuzz’s approach of selectively mutating test cases that contribute to new

code coverage. Consequently, CT-BFuzz achieves faster detection of vulnerabilities

compared to Z-Fuzzer and TaintBFuzz due to its efficient test case selection and

mutation strategy.

5.5 Conclusion

In summary, this chapter introduces the CT-BFuzz approach, which combines

combinatorial testing and fuzzing to effectively test Zigbee protocol implementations.

By leveraging static taint analysis and fuzzing techniques, CT-BFuzz identifies impor-

tant message fields and their representative values, which are then used to generate

CT test models. These models are further utilized to generate diversified test cases,

with a focus on exploring the combination values of control fields that have a higher

likelihood of uncovering unexplored execution paths.

The evaluation of CT-BFuzz on the widely used Zigbee protocol implementa-

tion, Z-Stack, showcases its effectiveness and efficiency compared to state-of-the-art
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protocol fuzzing tools. The experimental results demonstrate that CT-BFuzz out-

performs other fuzzers in terms of code coverage, vulnerability detection, and time

consumption. By systematically generating diversified test cases and focusing on com-

bination values of important message fields, CT-BFuzz improves the overall testing

quality and efficiency for Zigbee protocol implementations.

Overall, the CT-BFuzz approach presents a valuable contribution to the field of

protocol testing, specifically for Zigbee protocols, and showcases the benefits of inte-

grating combinatorial testing and fuzzing techniques to enhance testing effectiveness

and efficiency.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

In this dissertation, the main objective was to tackle the challenges in security

analysis of Zigbee protocol by applying fuzz testing to Zigbee protocol implemen-

tations. Three different approaches were presented to address this goal: Z-Fuzzer,

TaintBFuzz, and CT-BFuzz.

The first approach, Z-Fuzzer, introduced a device-agnostic fuzzing platform

specifically designed for Zigbee protocol implementations. It utilized grammar-based

fuzzing techniques along with code coverage heuristics to effectively discover vul-

nerabilities. Experimental results demonstrated the effectiveness and efficiency of

Z-Fuzzer compared to existing protocol fuzzing tools. Notably, six unique vulnera-

bilities were discovered in a mainstream Zigbee protocol stack, with three of them

assigned CVE IDs and evaluated as high severity.

The second approach, TaintBFuzz, presented an intelligent fuzzing solution that

focused on inferring the relationship between message fields and path constraints. By

understanding the constraint-field dependency, TaintBFuzz could precisely mutate

critical message fields and explore unexplored program branches. Experimental re-

sults showed that TaintBFuzz outperformed state-of-the-art protocol fuzzers in terms

of code coverage and vulnerability detection. Additionally, it identified two new

crashes in a mainstream Zigbee protocol stack.

The third approach, CT-BFuzz, introduced a fuzzing approach that systemati-

cally generated diversified test cases to cover important combination values of message

fields. This approach utilized static taint analysis and fuzzing techniques to identify
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significant message fields and their representative values, enabling the dynamic gen-

eration of Combinatorial Testing (CT) test models. The CT test set enhanced the

diversity of the fuzzing process, particularly targeting combination values of control

fields to explore unexplored execution paths. Evaluations conducted on a widely

used Zigbee protocol implementation demonstrated the superiority of CT-BFuzz over

existing protocol fuzzing tools.

The work presented in this dissertation could be extended along in several

directions. (1) Dynamic Combinatorial Testing on IoT Wireless Protocols:

The existing combinatorial testing applications are hard to generate test cases, in

which some input parameters are dynamically constructed depending on another

input parameter’s value. It requires further studies to generate adoptive method

including such dynamic insertation or deletion constraints for efficiently construct CT

test models. (2) Fuzzing on Other IoT Wireless Protocols: Besides the Zigbee

protocol, the proposed fuzzing solutions would be applicable to other IoT wireless

protocols used for resource constrained devices. It would be interesting to investigate

the technical challenges to fuzzing those protocol implementations, such as Z-Wave,

NB-IoT, and LoRa. In addition, many IoT devices have extended multi-protocols

wireless MCUs, like BLE with Zigbee, WiFi with Zigbee, and BLE with Thread. It

would be another possible research area to detect security problems in mult-protocols

using fuzz testing.

Overall, the dissertation presented three novel approaches that addressed the

challenges in security analysis of Zigbee protocol through fuzz testing. These ap-

proaches showcased the effectiveness, efficiency, and superior performance of the pro-

posed solutions compared to existing state-of-the-art protocol fuzzing tools. The

discoveries of multiple vulnerabilities and crashes in mainstream Zigbee protocol im-

plementations further validated the importance and impact of the research.
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